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1 Executive summary

This document shows the current status of WP6: Human and Society-centred, presenting the
results achieved so far in project month 16. The goal of the work package is to leverage AI
technologies to serve citizens and societies and counter negative impacts that a naive use of AI
technologies can have. For AI4Media, this work package has a central role, linking the outcomes
of the more algorithm-centric work packages WP3-WP5 and the use cases from WP8.

This is an ambitious goal, also covering a lot of different topics, as reflected by the task structure.
Still, WP6 made good process so far, with a lot of excellent contributions by the partners within
the individual tasks, but also starting to cooperate across tasks and across work packages. The
results presented here give a good start and foundation for the upcoming years of the project and
help to build AI components within AI4Media to benefit citizens and societies.

AI technologies cannot be deployed without a legal context. But today, regulations seem to
be a step behind the technological advances. A field where this is particularly relevant is content
moderation, where technical filtering applications are in a potential conflict with human rights,
especially the freedom of expression. To handle this in AI4Media we research current and possible
future policies for content moderation in Task 6.1.

DeepFakes – the algorithmic generation and manipulation of content using AI – have a high
potential of destroying trust of citizens when they consume media. Therefore, the detection of
such synthetic content is of high importance to the project. In this work package, we performed
research on detecting fakes in the visual domain, but also detecting fakes in audio and textual data
as part of Task 6.2.

Social media and content platforms without recommender systems are inconceivable today. But
it showed that recommender systems are the main root of societal problems such as filter bubbles.
Also, the current state of the art of recommender systems relies on having a lot of user data with
numerous privacy implications. Task 6.3 aims at building a recommender system for AI4Media
without such a negative societal impact, handling a specific use case from WP8, namely the Smart
News Assistant, and integrating analysis components from the other work packages.

While there are arguably now more online discussions than ever before, certain dynamics led
to a lot of poisoned discussion on social media, shit storms, hate speech and the like. Task 6.4
aims at investigating those effects, studying automatic sentiment analysis and opinion mining, as
well as creating general measures for discussion quality and public opinions on Twitter. Moreover,
research is done on Greek tweets to shine a light on more than just the English-speaking part of the
Internet. This is particularly relevant, as online discussions are not globally uniform, but different
from country to country and community to community. Task 6.5 researches the perception of local
news, in the context of the Covid-19 pandemic. Also we are building a corpus of local news from
different European countries on this topic for later analysis.

Task 6.6 turns directly on social networks and how the content there is perceived by a human in
terms of memorability and interestingness. In other words, we research on how attention grabbing
a certain piece of media is, analysing it across modalities. Finally, Task 6.7 investigates how to use
AI to assess the privacy impact of sharing a certain object on social media.

This deliverable alone presents the work of at least 14 publications and relevant software that
show the research effort in the first 16 months of the project. In the remainder of the project,
this work will be continued with a focus on integrating the outcomes of WP6 with the other work
packages and the use cases even more.
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2 Introduction

This deliverable presents the results achieved in WP6: Human and society centred AI, during the
first 16 months of the AI4Media project. An important goal of this work package is to provide
countermeasures against the societal problems that arose due to the proliferation of social networks
and the negative effects, unrestricted use of AI tools can have on our society. In the description of
action, the goals of this task are formulated as follows:

This WP will develop methods to put AI technologies to the service of citizens and
societies. It links EU AI vision elements from WP2 and algorithmic inputs from WP3-
WP5 to AI4Media use cases developed in WP8. WP6 activities are structured around
AI technologies which are both challenging research-wise and have significant impacts
on users’ real-life. In particular, methods and tools will be proposed to better un-
derstand the factors underpinning political information production and consumption.
First, appropriate policies for content moderation in the EU will be examined. Second,
as automatic manipulation of multimedia documents has the potential to lead to large-
scale misinformation, we will build novel AI algorithms to counter the malicious use of
such technologies. Third, new generation recommenders whose objective goes beyond
mere personalisation of online experience will be introduced. Fourth, the interaction of
citizens with political news will be studied both at European/national and hyper-local
levels in order to contribute to a healthier democratic debate. Finally, users’ perception
of social media and their effects in real life will be investigated.

Ironically, this description was written before the Covid-19 pandemic. While it was already
clear two years ago that the way political debates unfold differs dramatically whether a social
network is involved or not, the discussions on Covid-19 countermeasures, provenance of the virus
or advantages and downsides of the available vaccinations underline boldly the importance of this
work package. Events like the attack on the US Capitol in January 2021 and the role of social
media and the news also show the need for technical solutions to some of the problems.

Also, the capabilities of generative neural networks increased tremendously, as anticipated in
the proposal. So it is even more likely that a deceptively real deep fake will have a measurable
societal impact anytime soon and we are in need of technologies that can detect such content.

This deliverable presents the outcomes of the research activities performed in the context of
WP6: Human- and Society-centred AI during the first 16 months of the project. All referenced
use cases are elaborated in great detail in D8.1: Use Cases Definitions and Requirements.

2.1 Structure of this document

The presented results are grouped by the tasks of the work package and presented individually in
the following sections and are concluded with a summary.

• T6.1 - Policy recommendations for content moderation (page 11)
• T6.2 - Manipulation and synthetic content detection in multimedia (page 21)
• T6.3 - Hybrid, privacy-enhanced recommendation (page 56)
• T6.4 - AI for Healthier Political Debate (page 58)
• T6.5 - Perception of hyper-local news (page 68)
• T6.5 - Measuring and Predicting User Perception of Social Media (page 74)
• T6.6 - Real-life effects of private content sharing (page 91)
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3 Policy recommendations for content moderation (T6.1)

Contributing partners: KUL

The main focus of Task 6.1. is to investigate aspects of future regulation of content moderation.
The main issue to resolve in the coming years consists in determining who should decide which
content should be removed, for which reasons, when and how. What should be the model for
content moderation: can the problem be addressed though self-regulation (such as codes of practice,
codes of conducts), or is there a need for a hard-law EU regulatory instrument? Can a private
instrument, such as Facebook’s Oversight Board provide an answer? How should the new content
regulation approach be designed to respect fundamental rights such as a freedom of expression
without limiting the open public debate? How do we ensure that legitimate, lawful content is not
deleted, and that the freedom of expression is not violated? How do users know what gets deleted,
and whether what gets deleted violates laws or not? In this task, we will conduct research to
provide answers and policy recommendations to these questions.

This section offers an introduction into the main concepts such as content moderation and
the use of automated tools in content moderation. Then, it offers a critical assessment of the
technical limitations of the algorithmic content moderation and points out the main risks for the
fundamental human rights, such as freedom of expression. Finally, it introduces the main elements
of the EU regulatory framework applicable to content moderation.

3.1 What is content moderation

Internet intermediaries, typically, are private entities that provide commercial and technical infras-
tructure which allows information to be exchanged. Because of their enabling role and technical
capabilities to affect directly and indirectly the behaviour and content of their users, they hold a
powerful position, and are sometimes referred to as information gatekeepers. They can eliminate
access to a particular service, remove content, amplify or downgrade information they choose to
present [1]. In a broad sense, content moderation may therefore be understood as “governance
mechanisms that structure participation in a community to facilitate cooperation and prevent
abuse” [2]. Content moderation happens at many levels. It can take place before content is
actually published on the website (ex ante moderation), or after content is published (ex post
moderation). Moreover, moderators can passively assess content only after others flag the content
to their attention, or they can proactively seek out published content for removal. Additionally,
content moderation decisions can be made by automated means (using Artificial Intelligence (AI))
or manually made by human content moderators [3]. The focus of this section is on the use of
automated means. In content moderation, automation can be used in different phases of con-
tent moderation processes: proactive detection of potentially problematic content, the automated
evaluation, or the enforcement of a decision to remove, demonetize, amplify, or prioritize content.

To better illustrate the scale of content moderation on major social media platforms, only in
the third quarter of 2021, Facebook took action on 34.7 million pieces of adult nudity and sexual
activity content, 9.2 million pieces of bullying and harassment content, 20.9 million pieces of child
sexual exploitation content, 22.3 million pieces of hate speech content and 13.6 million pieces of
violence and incitement content. It also took action on 1.8 billion of fake accounts [4]. Between
April and June 2021, YouTube removed 4.1 million channels and 1 billion comments [5]. Between
July and December 2020, Twitter actioned on 3.5 million accounts, suspended 1 million accounts
and removed 4.5 million pieces of content [6]. These numbers only represent cases where platforms
acted; the overall number of decisions considered, including those where no action was taken, is of
course much higher.

Due to the massive amount of content uploaded on social media platforms every second, it is
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clear that platforms must, in some or another form, moderate the content. The scale at which these
platforms operate means mistakes in enforcing any rule are inevitable: it will always be possible to
find examples of both false positives and false negatives [7]. The challenge for platforms, is exactly
when, how, and why to intervene [8].

Some content takedowns are required by law, while others are performed voluntarily by plat-
forms. Legally required removals are shaped by intermediary liability laws, which tell platforms
what responsibility they have for illegal content posted by their users [9]. Platforms operating under
legal frameworks like the US Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA)1 or the EU’s eCommerce
Directive2 typically work under notice-and-action systems. Notice and action is an umbrella term
for a range of mechanisms designed to eliminate illegal content from the Internet. According to the
European Commission, “[t]he notice and action procedures are those followed by the intermediary
internet providers for the purpose of combating illegal content upon receipt of notification. The
intermediary may, for example, take down illegal content, block it, or request that it be voluntarily
taken down by the persons who posted it online”. Platforms’ voluntary content removals are based
on their own set of rules: Community Standards and Terms of Service (ToS), which often include
platform operators’ own moral beliefs or social norms.

Moreover, platforms moderate content which belongs to a wide range of categories, including
terrorism, graphic violence, toxic speech (hate speech, harassment and bullying), sexual content,
child abuse and spam/fake account detection. Clearly, these types of content are fundamentally
different, not just in terms of their illegality, but also their characteristics and the gravity of their
consequences. It is crucial to recognise that different types of content moderation are fundamentally
different and that there is no one size fits all solution which may be appropriate in every case. Illegal
or potentially problematic content ranges from content that is illegal everywhere to content that
is legal but potentially harmful (such as disinformation).

3.2 The algorithmic content moderation

Enormous amounts of content are uploaded and circulated on the Internet every day, far outpacing
any intermediary’s ability to have humans analyse content before it is uploaded. Many platforms
have therefore turned to automated processes to assist in the detection and analysis of illegal or
problematic content, including disinformation, hate speech, and terrorist propaganda [10]. Gorwa
et al. define algorithmic (commercial) content moderation as “systems that classify user-generated
content based on either matching or prediction, leading to a decision and governance outcome (e.g.
removal, geoblocking, account takedown)” [9]. Algorithmic content moderation involves a range of
techniques from statistics and computer science. There are two main systems used in algorithmic
content moderation. First, those that aim to match a newly uploaded piece of content against
an existing database. To illustrate, the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT),
a hash-sharing database led by Google, Facebook, Twitter and Microsoft, plays a significant role
in fighting extremism online by removing content it qualifies as terrorism related content under
its own terms of service. The technical limitations of hash-sharing technology and the GIFCT
database were clearly demonstrated in the Christchurch shooting incident in 2019. On 15 March
2019, a terrorist live streamed on Facebook his attack on a mosque in Christchurch, New Zealand
in which he killed more than 50 people. The live video of the shooting went viral around the
world and was able to play for 17 minutes before it was taken down. Including the views during
the live broadcast, the video was viewed about 4,000 times in total before being removed from
Facebook. The video was taken down not before hundreds of thousands of versions were made and

1https://www.copyright.gov/legislation/dmca.pdf
2https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32000L0031&from=EN
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Figure 1. Algorithmic content moderation systems (taken from [9]).

re-uploaded to Facebook, YouTube and Twitter [9]. Hash-sharing efforts failed mainly because
initial images did not match closely enough to any images already in the database. There was not
enough similar pre-existing content in the database to allow the machine learning system to match
mass shooting-related content [11].

The second category includes systems that aim to classify new content into one of a number
of categories [9]. This category is even more problematic due to the lack of contextualization as
explained below. Figure 1 illustrates a breakdown of notable algorithmic moderation systems [9].

3.3 Technical limitations of automation in content moderation

Llansó et al. point to the following technical limitations of automation in content moderation [10].
First, the importance of context. Whether a particular post amounts to a violation of law or a
platforms’ Community Standards or Terms of Service often depends on context that the machine
learning system does not recognise. A study on the use of AI tools in hate speech detection points
out that these tools are not yet able to understand context, irony or satire [12]. The best-known
example of a lack of contextual differentiation by an online platform’s content moderation decision
is Facebook’s removal of the iconic napalm girl 1972 photo, which depicts a young nude girl running
from a napalm attack during the Vietnam War [13]. Facebook removed the photo as it breached
their Community Standards stating that “while we recognise that this photo is iconic, it’s difficult
to create a distinction between allowing a photograph of a nude child in one instance and not
others” [14]. Facebook later reversed its decision and re-instated the photo. Whilst many users
would agree that child nudity should be removed from online platforms, this example highlights
the importance of context when moderating online content.

Moreover, lack of contextual interpretation of the terrorist content risks that legal uses of
terrorist material (such as for educational, artistic, journalistic or research purposes, or for aware-
ness raising purposes against terrorist activity) will be deleted. This has happened to the Syrian
Archive, a non-profit organization documenting war crimes committed by terrorist organizations.
Its content was repeatedly removed from online platforms, including YouTube, for being extremist
content and thereby violating platforms’ Community Standards and ToS. As a result, the removals
lead to widespread and sometimes permanent losses of what might be crucial evidence of war
crimes for the International Criminal Court (ICC) or other law enforcement authorities [15].

Second, there is a lack of representative, well-annotated datasets to use for machine learning
training. Many tools are trained on labelled datasets that are already publicly available. However,
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if these datasets do not include examples of speech in different languages and dialects, the resulting
tools will not be equipped to analyse these groups’ communication. According to the recent
Facebook Files, in India, Facebook’s single biggest market by audience size, with more than 400
million users, the company’s systems were falling short in their effort to crack down on hate speech
[16]. The AI models lacked classifiers in the local languages that need to be trained to detect and
remove content such as hate speech. The company added Hindi hate speech classifiers in 2018,
and Bengali hate speech classifiers in 2020. Those two languages are among India’s most popular,
spoken collectively by more than 600 million people, according to the country’s most recent census
in 2011 [16]. The lack of Hindi and Bengali classifiers means that the hate speech content was
never detected or flagged before the changes made in 2018 and 2020.

The problem with quality and representation of the training data, especially those in publicly
available datasets and databases, is well recognized in the academic literature. As mentioned by
Raji and others, “privacy and consent violations in the dataset curation process often dispropor-
tionately affect members of marginalized communities. Benchmark dataset curation frequently
involves supplementing or highlighting data from a specific population that is underrepresented
in previous dataset”[17]. There are a number of studies showing that in the publicly available
datasets certain groups are highly underrepresented. The problem is even more visible when it
comes to intersectional identities [18]. To this end, it is likely that using such data could lead to
algorithmic results being biased and discriminatory.

Moreover, the process of labelling a dataset for supervised learning typically requires the in-
volvement of multiple human reviewers to evaluate examples and select the appropriate label, or
to evaluate an automatically applied label. What constitutes hate speech or disinformation is how-
ever a socio-political matter and varies across countries and jurisdictions. The humans applying
the label often do not agree among themselves what content merits the label of, for example, hate
speech or spam.

3.4 Algorithmic content moderation challenges for freedom of expres-
sion and other fundamental rights

Beyond the technical limitations of automated content moderation, the use of automation in content
moderation systems raises challenges for freedom of expression and other fundamental rights, which
is the main focus of Task 6.1. Importantly, the right to freedom of expression is enshrined in Article
10 of the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR)3. It includes the right to freely express
opinions, views, ideas and to seek, receive and impart information regardless of frontiers. Freedom
of expression is applicable not only to information or ideas that are favourably received or regarded
as inoffensive or as a matter of indifference, but also to those that offend, shock or disturb. Users
have therefore the right to receive and impart information on the Internet, in particular to create,
re-use and distribute content using the Internet. The right to freedom of expression in Europe
has a broad scope of application. It is not limited to citizens, or natural persons only. The right
protects any expression regardless of its content, its form (any word, picture, image or action to
express an idea, etc.), its speaker, or the type of medium used. There is, however, expression that
does not qualify for protection under Article 10 of the ECHR such as an incitement to violence,
hate speech directed towards different and speech promoting the Nazi ideology and denying the
Holocaust. Moreover, the right to freedom of expression is not an absolute right. The exercise of
the right to freedom of expression may be subject to formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties
under three conditions. In particular, the restriction must be (1) prescribed by law, (2) introduced
for protection of a legitimate aim (e.g. protection of the rights of others) and (3) necessary in a

3https://www.echr.coe.int/documents/convention_eng.pdf
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Figure 2. Content moderation errors and their consequences. The source of this figure is Ofcom’s report on the
”Use of AI in online content moderation” 4.

democratic society (proportionate). The rules defining the conditions for lawful interference with
expression are addressed to the States and not to private entities [1].

There is a growing body of literature on the human rights implications of the use of automation
by online platforms: Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of
opinion and expression, David Kayne has issued a Report on AI technologies and implications for
freedom of expression and the information environment[19]. The Council of Europe has provided
several reports, studies, and recommendations that touch on the topic and published in May 2021
its Guidance Note on Content Moderation[20]. The use of automated means by online platforms
has also been subject addressed by the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU). In SABAM
v. Netlog, the Court held that a filtering system could “undermine freedom of information since
that system might not distinguish adequately between lawful and unlawful content, with the result
that its introduction could lead to the blocking of lawful communications”[21].

There are a number of recognized issues with the application of algorithmic systems and au-
tomation for these purposes. First, the use of algorithmic systems for detecting particular types
of speech and activity will always have so-called false positives (something is wrongly classified as
objectionable) and negatives (the automated tool misses something that should have been clas-
sified as objectionable). From a freedom of expression perspective, false positives risk infringing
individuals’ right to freedom of expression. Online platforms operate under circumstances in which
the cost of overmoderation is low, which makes them set up their content moderation systems to
by default remove online content or suspend the accounts [19]. False negatives, on the other hand,
can result in a failure to address hate speech, and may create a chilling effect on some individuals’
and groups’ willingness to participate online [10]. Figure 2 illustrates content moderation errors
and their consequences.

Second, content moderation requires the processing of a range of personal data. A range of
personal and non-personal data must be stored by the company, such as the username of the
individual, the name of the complainant, the justification for the removal of the content, dates and
times of uploads and removals and so on. Furthermore, the processing of such data may include
the processing of special categories of data such as in relation to political opinions, trade union
memberships, religious or other beliefs. Such data may only be processed under the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and Convention 108(+), if appropriate safeguards exist in law.
Moreover, algorithmic content moderation systems will typically rely on the large-scale processing
of user data. This may also involve profiling of users, which is again problematic from a fundamental
rights perspective. In this way, the growing reliance on algorithmic systems further encourages the
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collection and processing of personal data, which pose additional risks to the rights to privacy and
freedom of expression [10].

Third, algorithmic systems have the potential to perform badly on data related to underrep-
resented groups, including racial and ethnic minorities, non-dominant languages, and/or political
leanings. This can result in serious risks to freedom of expression for communities and individuals,
including illegitimate silencing of their expression and failure to address harms to their commu-
nities. As a result, vulnerable groups are the most likely to be disadvantaged by AI content
moderation systems [10].

Forth, there is a growing need for redress and accountability for online platforms for making
determinations about speech, especially given the enormous scale of speech that is being evaluated.
When content is removed, it is important that transparency measures make clear the specific
reasons why the content was removed. The right to effective remedy, including complaint, review,
and appeal procedure for people whose content has been unjustly removed must be ensured.

3.5 EU regulatory framework on online content moderation

The EU regulatory framework on content moderation is increasingly complex and has been differ-
entiated over the years according to the category of the online platform, the type of content and
the nature of the legal instrument (hard-law, soft-law, or self-regulation).

The main elements of the EU regulatory framework include first, horizontal rules applicable to
all categories of online platforms and to all types of content, i.e. the e-Commerce Directive. The
goal of that directive is to allow borderless access to digital services across the EU and to harmonise
the core aspects for such services, including information requirements and online advertising rules.
The Directive applies to any kind of illegal or infringing content. It sets out the framework for
the liability regime of intermediary services – categorised as mere conduits, caching services, and
hosting services – for third party content. Under Article 14 of the e-Commerce Directive, hosting
providers can benefit from a liability exemption provided they act expeditiously to remove or
disable access to information upon obtaining knowledge about its illegal character. The provider
of a hosting service can obtain knowledge about the illicit character of hosted content through his
own activities or he could be notified by a private individual to take down the content in question
(notice and takedown). As a result, it becomes the provider’s task to assess whether the complaint
is justified and to make a decision about its illegal or infringing character of the content. The
provider can either leave the content on its platform and risk liability for it, or relieve himself of
the problem altogether by simply removing the content [1].

On 15 December 2020, the European Commission has proposed a comprehensive set of new
rules for digital services, including social media, online market places, and other online platforms
that operate in the European Union: the Digital Services Act (DSA) and the Digital Markets Act.
The DSA proposal maintains the liability rules for providers of intermediary services set out in the
e-Commerce Directive – by now established as a foundation of the online sphere. However, other
rules of the eCommerce Directive adopted 20 years ago will be revised.

The main aims of the new rules are to:
• establish a horizontal framework for regulatory oversight, accountability and transparency of

the online space;
• improve the mechanisms for the removal of illegal content and for the effective protection of

users’ fundamental rights online, including the freedom of speech;
• propose rules to ensure greater accountability on how platforms moderate content, on adver-

tising and on algorithmic processes;
• provide users with possibilities to challenge the platforms’ decisions to remove or label con-

tent;
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• impose new obligations on very large online platforms (VLOPS) to assess the risks their
systems pose and to develop appropriate risk management tools to protect the integrity of
their services against the use of manipulative techniques;

• clarify responsibilities and accountability for online platforms and to provide new powers to
scrutinize how platforms work, including by facilitating access by researchers to key platform
data.

The DSA proposal considers the impact of the use of AI based tools used in online media.
The preamble of the proposal underlines how algorithmic systems shape information flows online
(e.g. via content prioritization, advertisement display and targeting or content moderation). It
further points to the need expressed by civil society and academics for algorithmic accountability
and transparency audits, especially about how information is prioritized and targeted to users.

3.5.1 Transparency obligations for the use of AI in content moderation

According to the DSA proposal, providers of intermediary services must include in their terms and
conditions, in a clear and ambiguous language, information on any policies, procedures, measures
and tools used for the purpose of content moderation, including “algorithmic decision-making” and
human review. Providers of hosting services shall put mechanisms in place to allow any individual
or entity to notify them of the presence on their service of specific items of information that the
individual or entity considers to be illegal content. Online platforms must also put in place an
internal complaint-handling system for managing the complaints against a decision taken against
information provided/uploaded by a recipient of their services. The decision on the complaint
must not be solely taken based on automated means. The online platforms also have additional
obligations when it comes to transparency reporting as they must include in their yearly report
on content moderation, any use made of automatic means for the purpose of content moderation,
including a specification of the precise purposes, indicators of the accuracy of the automated means
in fulfilling those purposes and any safeguards applied. The detailed assessment of the DSA rules
will be provided in deliverable D6.2.

Second, there are some stricter rules applicable to Video-Sharing Platforms (VSPs) and to cer-
tain types of illegal content online, i.e. the revised Audio-visual Media Service Directive (AVMSD).

Third, there are vertical rules applicable to the four types of illegal content, which are illegal
under EU law (i.e. terrorist content, child sexual abuse material, racist and xenophobic hate speech
and violations of Intellectual Property). In particular, recently adopted regulation on preventing
the dissemination of terrorist content online has been subject of many controversies. It requires
terrorist content to be removed within one hour from the receipt of the removal order and imposes
financial penalties for non-compliance. The one-hour response deadline has been critised for being
very difficult to meet in practice and for creating incentives for over-removal of content. Multiple
NGOs have also underlined that such removal orders ”must be met within this short time period
regardless of any legitimate objections platforms or their users may have to the removal of the
content specified, and the damage to freedom of expression and access to information may already
be irreversible by the time any future appeal process is complete”[22]. In practice, hosting service
providers would rather prefer to delete more content, faster, e.g. by installing upload filters to
systematic monitoring the entirety of the users’ content, than face financial penalties. This risks
negatively affecting fundamental rights, in particular the right to freedom of expression.

Similarly, the Copyright in Digital Single Market Directive (CDSM) established a new liability
regime for online content-sharing platforms. Article 17, the most controversial and hotly debated
provision of this piece of legislation, requires online content-sharing service providers to obtain
authorisation from the relevant rights holders prior to making copyright-protected content available
on the platform. If they fail to do so, they are liable for the content violating copyright on their
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platforms unless they make their best effort to: (i) obtain an authorisation, (ii) block unauthorised
content and ensure that it remains blocked, and (iii) promptly block or remove unauthorised
content once notified [23]. It is argued that article 17 CDSM leads to a situation where nearly any
company offering content-sharing services will be required to implement filtering tools in order to
avoid the liability regime. Due to the technological limitations of upload-filters explained above,
there is a serious risk of over-blocking of a substantial amount of non-infringing content in the EU
[9].

Those rules imposed by EU hard-law are complemented by self-regulatory initiatives agreed by
the main online platforms, often at the initiative of the European Commission. With regard to
online disinformation, which is not always illegal but can be harmful, in 2018, some of the biggest
online platforms (Facebook, Google, Twitter, Mozilla and Microsoft) and advertisers, as well as
the advertising industry agreed to a Code of Practice on Disinformation. The Code is described
as a voluntary, self-regulatory mechanism. The Code’s signatories made several commitments.
Some of the commitments directly relate to content moderation practices such as: closing false
accounts by developing clear policies regarding the identity and misuse of automated bots on their
services; investing in technologies to help Internet users make informed decisions when receiving
false information (e.g. reliability indicators/trust markers, reporting mechanisms); prioritising
relevant and authentic information; or facilitating the finding of alternative content on issues of
general interest[24].

In September 2020, the European Commission published its assessment of the Code of prac-
tice on disinformation. Numerous positive impacts have been found, including platforms enforcing
policies to prevent their services from being used to spread misrepresentative or misleading adver-
tisements; reduced monetization incentives to disseminate disinformation online for economic gain
and an introduction of the label for sponsored political ads.

However, a number of shortcomings have also been identified. First, the assessment points out
to the fragmented implementation and limited participation (only 16 signatories after almost two
years of being in effect), lack of involvement of other relevant stakeholders, in particular from the
advertising sector, and a regulatory asymmetry illustrated by the COVID-19 pandemic as two non-
signatory platforms - Messenger and WhatsApp - were considered to be serious contributors of the
spread of COVID19 disinformation. Second, the absence of relevant key performance indicators
(KPIs) to assess the effectiveness of platforms’ policies to counter the phenomenon was also pointed
out. A lack of commonly shared definitions and more precise commitments combined with lack of
enforcement and monitoring mechanisms undermine the Code’s impact. The assessment also points
out to the lack of adequate complaint procedures and redress mechanisms for wrong content take
downs or account suspension following a presumed violation of signatories’ disinformation policies
and lack of sufficient safeguards to ensure the protection of freedom of expression in practice.

In short, the Code creates a situation which encourages private entities to interfere with the
freedom of expression of the Internet users. It creates the incentives to restrict speech that might
be critical or controversial but is not illegal under the EU law. Importantly, the following question
arises: Who should decide what content is relevant, authentic, accurate and authoritative? And
who is responsible if content is mislabeled?

It is important to note that the Code of Practice is currently being revised. The European
Commission presented a Guidance to strengthen the Code of Practice on disinformation in May
2021. The Guidance aims to address gaps and shortcomings and create a more transparent, safe
and trustworthy online environment. The Guidance also aims at evolving the existing Code of
Practice towards a co-regulatory instrument foreseen under the Digital Services Act (DSA).

Moreover, in May 2016, the main online platforms (Facebook, Microsoft, Twitter and YouTube)
agreed, at the initiative of the European Commission, an EU Code of Conduct on countering illegal
hate speech online and committed to fight the dissemination of illegal hate speech. The Code of
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Conduct is another self-regulatory instrument. In particular, the platforms have made a series of
commitments to:

• put in place a clear and effective process to review reports/notifications of illegal hate speech
and to remove them or make them inaccessible;

• review notifications on the basis of the Community Standards/Guidelines and the national
transposition laws, and to review the majority of valid reports within 24 hours;

• encourage the reporting of illegal hate speech by experts, including through partnerships
with Civil Society Organisations, so that they can potentially act as trusted reporters; and

• strengthen communication and cooperation between the online platforms and the national
authorities, in particular with regard to procedures for submitting notifications.

The Code has however faced certain criticism. First, there is a risk of private censorship
practices through the priority application of Community Standards/Guidelines. Second, there is
a lack of precision in determining the validity of a notification. There is an absence of appeal
mechanisms for users whose content has been withdrawn. The illegal content does not have to
be reported to the competent national authorities when removed on the basis of the Community
Standards/Guidelines. The 24-hour deadline to review the content makes it impossible for online
platforms to meet their commitments and may again lead them to over-blocking (legal) content
[25].

Next to the EU regulatory framework, national laws impose additional obligations to moderate
some types of illegal content online. In Germany, the Network Enforcement Act (NetzDG) was
adopted in June 2017 to improve the enforcement of existing criminal provisions on the Internet
and, more specifically, on social networks. In France, two related laws on information manipulation
were adopted in December 2018 and a law on online hate speech, the so-called Avia law, was
adopted in May 2020. These national rules require more effective moderation, which means more
and faster removals of content by online platforms to meet these requirements. Under the threat
of high fines, these laws require platforms to limit the dissemination of illegal content as well as
harmful content, such as disinformation. The legal compatibility of those national initiatives with
the EU legal framework is controversial and was questioned by national constitutional courts.

3.6 Conclusion and future research direction

Efforts to automate content moderation may come at a cost to human rights. Filtering systems,
including content moderation systems raise a set of concerns regarding freedom of expression, bias
and discrimination issues, due process, as well as surveillance issues that the current legal frame-
works have not fully addressed. When combined with social and regulatory pressure on platforms
to tackle issues such as disinformation, terrorism content, and hate speech, the application of these
tools raises privatized censorship concerns.

There are growing concerns that the measures used by online platforms are not sufficiently effec-
tive in moderating illegal content online and in striking an appropriate balance with fundamental
human rights. It is said that “the main challenges in moderating illegal content online are linked
to the large quantity of online content on platforms, which makes it difficult for users, regulators or
moderators to assess all content as well as the fragmentation of laws regarding online content”[24].
The lack of a common definition of ”illegal content” also makes the moderation by platforms more
complex as Member States may refer to different definitions[24]. As indicated by Gorwa et al.
“as government pressure on major technology companies builds, both companies and legislators
seem to hope that technical solutions to difficult content governance puzzles can be found. Under
recent regulatory measures like the German NetzDG or the EU Code of Conduct on Hate Speech,
platforms are increasingly being bound to a very short time window for content takedowns that
effectively necessitates their use of automated systems to detect illegal or otherwise problematic
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material proactively and at scale”[9].
The Digital Services Act proposed by the European Commission tries to define clear responsi-

bilities and accountability for providers of intermediary services, such as social media and online
marketplaces. The DSA proposal is currently in the legislative process and awaits the approval by
the European Council and the European Parliament. The main questions which are currently dis-
cussed are: how to best create a harmonized framework to tackle illegal content while protecting
users’ fundamental rights online? What will be the subsequent impact of the proposed obliga-
tions on (social) media companies? How will they affect the use of automated tools in content
moderation? Task 6.1. will research and provide answers to these questions.
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4 Manipulation and synthetic content detection in multi-
media (T6.2)

Contributing partners: CERTH, CEA, FhG, QMUL, UPB, UNIFI, UNITN

Detection of manipulated and synthetic content is an emerging research topic of the last decade
whose overall objective is the assessment of the authenticity and veracity of multimedia items. Due
to the latest advancements in the field of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and Language
Models (LMs), we have come to a state where the distinction between real and fake content is
becoming increasingly difficult at an alarming rate. Although this may have a beneficial impact
on some domains (e.g., art, video games, cinematography), there are several applications that
are potentially harmful to individuals, communities, and the society as a whole (e.g., disinforma-
tion, identity/financial fraud). This necessitates the development of algorithms and tools that can
automatically detect manipulated and synthetic multimedia content to prevent its misuse. The
terminology commonly used to describe such content is DeepFake, and the research problem that
refers to its detection is called DeepFake detection. Within the AI4Media project, we have devel-
oped several DeepFake detection approaches, and we provide tools to WP8 Use Cases (i.e., UC1,
UC2, UC3) that facilitate fact-checking and disinformation detection.

Our activities during the first year of the project were focused on three main directions, classified
based on the modality used for the detection of fake content. Curated solutions for the different
signals are necessary, since the exploitation of the signals’ properties is essential in order to achieve
high detection performance. In particular, the three main directions and our contributions are:

DeepFake detection and content manipulation based on vision (Section 4.1): we
present three methods for detecting manipulated images and videos and one method for image
content manipulation. More specifically, UPB proposed a DeepFake detection method for videos
using analysis of facial features based on a CNN and LSTM architecture. UNIFI also built a
video-based method that exploits the optical flow for the detection of DeepFake videos. CERTH
composed a variety of datasets with synthetically generated faces and benchmarked the detection
performance of several CNN networks. UNITN proposed an approach for layout-to-image trans-
lation based on a novel Double Pooling GAN (DPGAN) with a Double Pooling Module (DPM),
which can be exploited to build more robust detection methods.

DeepFake detection based on audio (Section 4.2): two detection methods and a synthetic
speech generation method have been developed. FHG-IDMT and CERTH collaborated for the
development of an approach for Synthetic speech generation that will be exploited for dataset
generation for the training and evaluation of the detection models. Also, CERTH built an Audio
DeepFake detector based on deep learning networks, and FHG-IDMT proposed a microphone
classification method that contributes to the detection of audio DeepFakes.

DeepFake detection based on text (Section 4.3): we developed an approach for the com-
position of a dataset with DeepFake tweets and a method to distinguish DeepFake from original
tweets. More specifically, CEA trained three deep generative models from Twitter data collected
from political and public personalities, they built a dataset in order to train and evaluate a network
for DeepFake tweet detection, and investigated the generalisation of the models across accounts.
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Figure 3. Types of DeepFake manipulation in images and videos. The source of this figure is from [26].

4.1 Vision-based DeepFake detection and generation

This section presents the approaches developed for vision-based DeepFake detection and content
manipulation. According to [26], four major manipulation types exist for the generation of Deep-
Fake images and videos (Figure 3): (i) Entire face synthesis, where the images are generated from
scratch, (ii) Attribute manipulation, where specific image attributes are altered, (iii) Identity swap,
the face of a different person is inserted on top of another, and (iv) Expression swap, where the
expression of a person is transferred to another. In Section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, we present two meth-
ods for the detection of identity and expression swap that are based on a CNN-LSTM architecture
and an optical flow-based system, respectively. In Section 4.1.3, we train models to detect gen-
erated images with entire face synthesis. Finally, in section 4.1.4, we present a novel GAN-based
architecture for attribute manipulation.

4.1.1 DeepFake Video Detection with Facial Features and Long-Short Term Memory
Deep Networks

DeepFakes have evolved throughout the years, and the content generated by these algorithms seems
to be increasingly realistic. Although DeepFake images are just as believable, the most dangerous
DeepFakes come in the form of videos. Therefore, there is a pressing need to detect DeepFakes
using the temporal dimension. DeepFake detection is a complex task, and that is shown by the
diversity and multitude of approaches in the state of the art. At this time, many of the proposed
methods work on image level and do not leverage the temporal evolution in the video.

Usually, DeepFakes are formed by generating a whole new facial region. But, there are some
cases in which there is no need to falsify the entire face. For example, there are cases when only
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the mouth region of a person is modified, because it needs to be synchronized with audio. Another
example is changing a person’s gaze direction, thus only generating their eyes. Because of that, it
is crucial for DeepFakes to be detected using only parts of a face.

Our proposed method in [27] tries to solve both of those problems by improving on the work
of [28]. The method uses a CNN-LSTM approach to detect DeepFakes from certain facial regions.
We use an already proven XceptionNet architecture to extract features from images and a 2-layer
LSTM which receives the resulted feature vectors as an input and handles the temporal dimension.
For preprocessing, we extract 3 facial regions using facial landmarks: eyes, nose and mouth. We
also extract the entire face, but delete the background to eliminate potential error sources.

Figure 4 illustrates the preprocessing pipeline and the model architecture. The model consists
of the following: (1) as an input, a sequence of 60 RGB images of 299x299 resolution is passed to
the network; (2) the XceptionNet extracts features from every image; (3) the features are passes
to a 2-layer LSTM with layer sizes of 256, which outputs a temporal descriptor for the video; (4)
a decision layer is used to decide whether the sequence is a DeepFake or not. Two datasets were
used for training and evaluation: CelebDF (6,529 videos) [29] and FaceForensics++ (2,000 videos)
[30]. We used 80% of the data for training and 20% for evaluation.

Experimental Results For each dataset, we trained 4 different models: one for the full face, and
one for each facial region: eyes, nose, mouth. Based on the fact that this is a binary classification
problem, the AUC (Area Under Curve) metric was used for evaluation. As a result, we do not need
to select a threshold to evaluate performance. In Tables 1 and 2 below, we can see a comparison
between the proposed method and similar state of the art methods, on the same datasets.

The experimental results show a significant improvement when using LSTM, as opposed to
using frame level information and averaging the results. What is more, we can see that although
detecting DeepFakes using only certain facial features yields results that are suboptimal compared
to the whole face region, it is possible even for video content. Therefore, we can conclude that
detection of DeepFakes where only certain facial regions are attacked is possible. The results below
also show that combining the state-of-the-art XceptionNet model with LSTM yields better results
than some similar state-of-the-art approaches.

The results for FaceForensics++ [30] are very good, mainly due to the fact that it is a very
simple dataset. On the other hand, CelebDF [29] can bring some difficulties. Despite that, our
results using a CNN-LSTM architecture show that properly using temporal features can greatly
improve performance.

Relevant publications

• Cristian Stanciu, Bogdan Ionescu, DeepFake Video Detection with Facial Features

and Long-Short Term Memory Deep Networks, ISSCS 2021 [27].
Zenodo record: https://zenodo.org/record/5011285#.YZl20dBBwuU

Relevant software and/or external resources

• The implementation of our work DeepFake Video Detection with Facial Features and

Long-Short Term Memory Deep Networks can be found in https://github.com/StanciuC12/

deepfake-detection-cnnlstm.
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Figure 4. Full deep learning pipeline: Preprocessing steps (Left): (1) Face detection, (2) Extraction of facial
landmarks, (3) Extraction and alignment of face and (4) facial regions of interest; Temporal network training
(Right): (1) 60 RGB images as input, (2) feature extraction using fine-tuned XceptionNet, (3) 60 sets of features
go into the 2 layer LSTM, (4) decision layer, which uses the resulted feature vector

Relevant WP8 Use Cases

This activity relates contributes to the user stories 1A2 (Synthetic Image Detection/Verification),
1A4 (Synthetic Video Detection/Verification), 2A2 (Factchecking Toolbox), and 3C1 (Just-in-Time
Content Verification).
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Study Method CelebDF
AUC[%]

FF++
AUC[%]

Nguyen et al. (2019) [31] Capsule Networks 57.50 96.60

Sabir et al. (2019) [32] CNN + RNN - 96.9

Dang et al. (2019) [33] CNN + Attention Map 71.2 -

Tolosana et al. (2020)
[34]

Facial Regions Features
CNN

83.6 99.4

Proposed [27] CNN + LSTM 97.06 99.95

Table 1. AUC comparison between state of the art approaches and our approach applied on the full face.

Face Region Model CelebDF
AUC[%]

FF++
AUC[%]

Full Face Xception-LSTM 97.06 99.95

Xception [34] 83.60 99.40

Mouth Xception-LSTM 84.29 98.15

Xception [34] 65.10 93.90

Nose Xception-LSTM 75.60 95.35

Xception [34] 64.90 86.30

Eyes Xception-LSTM 85.81 98.64

Xception [34] 77.30 92.70

Late Fusion Xception-LSTM 86.09 98.46

Table 2. Analysis of the influence of different face regions and improvements of using XceptionNet-LSTM over
XceptionNet

4.1.2 DeepFake video detection by means of Optical Flow based CNN

The proposed method is based on the architecture sketched in Figure 5. In the first phase of
the pipeline, video frames are processed to estimate the optical flow fields that are then cropped
according to a squared box of 300× 300 pixels containing the speaker face. Such a bounding-box
is computed on each frame by using dlib [36] face detector. Cropped optical flow (OF) fields are
passed as input to a CNN whose final fully connected layer is represented by one output unit
followed by a sigmoid activation used for the binary classification of each frame stating if such a
frame is tampered or original. In our experiments, the well-known ResNet50 [37] has been adopted
as reference CNN. Different kinds of networks, such as VGG16 [38], had also been considered indeed
in our preliminary study in [39]; all of them have substantially provided similar results.

Going into details, the proposed net has been trained on randomly left-right flipped squared
patches of size 224× 224 pixels randomly chosen on the bigger patch of 300× 300 containing the
face, for data augmentation. Specifically for the training phase, we used Adam optimizer with
10−4 learning rate, default momentum values and a batch size of 256.

Using pre-trained networks is a reliable technique if not enough data are available for training.
We benefit from such initialization as it helps to heavily mitigate the overfitting phenomenon and
it determines even a faster convergence. When used with spatial (RGB) frames, we can employ
directly ResNet50 models trained on a large scale dataset such as ImageNet but in our case we
cannot feed optical flow frames to the available pre-trained networks as their distribution of values
is very different from RGB data. To overcome this issue, we decide to bound the range of optical
flow values to be the same of RGB frames. Therefore, we firstly clip OF values between -3 and
3 to eliminate outliers (this range is chosen to minimize the information loss) then we scale and
discretize OF values into the range [0, 255] with a simple linear transformation.
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Figure 5. The proposed pipeline. The TV-L1 [35] has been implemented as OF estimator.

As the input dimension of OF frames have only two channels (224 × 224 × 2), this does not
match yet the pre-trained network requirements (three color channels), so we proceed to modify
the weights of the first convolutional layer of the pre-trained network. Hence, we take the average
(along the channels) of the weights of the first convolutional layer and the obtained weights are
then replicated to become the new two-channels first layer of the network.

In addition to the proposed optical flow net described above in which the input to the net are OF
cropped matrices (as evidenced in Figure 5), we have also investigated if typical training paradigm
for DeepFakes detection can benefit from additional motion information provided by the optical
flow estimation. For this reason, we have independently trained two different networks having the
same architecture, one just with optical flow (OF) frames and the other with spatial (RGB) frames
following the idea of most of the state of the art methods. The two contributions derived from OF
and from RGB nets are then combined together taken the average of the corresponding classifier
outputs (such an approach has been named MIX in the experimental results).

Experimental results

Some experimental results are introduced to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method-
ology in different operative contexts. In particular, two distinct scenarios are basically considered:
same-forgery and cross-forgery. The FaceForensics++ (FF++) [30] dataset has been used for the
experiments; it consists of 1,000 original video sequences that have been manipulated with four face
manipulation methods: two graphics rendering approaches Face2Face (F2F) and FaceSwap (FS)
an the other two DeepFakes (DF) and NeuralTextures (NT), resorting to deep learning methods.
DeepFakes and FaceSwap are two different methods for face replacement, while Face2Face and
Neural Textures are two facial reenactment systems able to transfer the expressions of a source
video to a target video while maintaining the identity of the target person. An amount of 740
videos is used for training, 120 for validation and another 120 for testing. The dataset is composed
by three level-of-quality: uncompressed (C0) and compressed using the H.264 codec with a high
visual quality (C23) level and a low visual quality (C40). It is worthy saying that the FF++
dataset has been chosen because it has permitted to properly evaluate the actual performances of
the optical flow in a cross-forgery scenario.

OF-based approach in a same-forgery scenario
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Figure 6. Accuracy (%) of the proposed OF-based approach with respect to the four kinds of forgeries for the three
diverse types of video quality: C0 (yellow), C23 (blue) and C40 ( red).

Figure 7. Increment of accuracy (%) in the cross-forgery (red) and same-forgery scenario (blue), respectively
(C23 case).

First of all, we have tested the proposed approach based on optical flow to understand if this
new feature is able to highlight a distinctiveness between original and fake videos. In Figure 6,
performances, in terms of accuracy, are pictured for the three kinds of video quality available in
FaceForensics++ dataset: C0 (yellow bars), C23 (blue bars) and C40 (red bars). In this case, the
network has been trained and tested on the same type of face manipulation (same-forgery scenario);
it can be appreciated that achieved results are quite satisfactory for all the four forgeries: 97%
for C0 and 91% for C23 is averagely obtained respectively, though accuracy is inferior for the
circumstance of low video quality (C40) as expected (76% averagely). This shows that optical flow
fields are a consistent feature to be learnt in order to detect DeepFakes-like videos.

OF-based approach in a cross-forgery scenario

Going ahead, we have tried to understand if using OF-based features could help in a cross-
forgery scenario, that is, when a model trained on a certain manipulation is asked to evaluate a
video created by resorting to a diverse kind of forgery (e.g. F2F vs. DF, F2F vs. NT and so
on) that has never seen before, as it often happens in the real world. This issue is well-known as
very challenging and methods such as the one based on RGB frames, usually presenting significant
accuracy, drop their performances in this case. In Figures 7 and 8, a comparison, in terms of the
achieved accuracy, is reported for the C23 and C40 cases, respectively. In particular, in Figure
7, the red line represents the average accuracy increment obtained by the OF-based method with
respect to the one based on RGB spatial frames in the cross-forgery case (the manipulation used
to train the model is reported on the x-axis and then it is tested on all the other manipulations).
It can be pointed out that such an increment is always positive, sometimes small (as in DF and FS
cases) but sometimes higher as in the NT and F2F cases. On the contrary, a decrease is registered
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for the same-forgery cases (blue line). A similar behavior can be appreciated for the C40 case (see
Figure 8) where the increment is above 5% for three out of four forgeries, though with a reduced
global effectiveness as expected.

Figure 8. Increment of accuracy (%) in the cross-forgery (green) and same-forgery scenario (yellow), respectively
(C40 case).

However the performance increment in the cross-forgery cases (red and green lines) represents
an interesting outcome that encouraged us to combine the two methods, RGB-based and the
proposed OF-based named as MIX . The two techniques are equally balanced (i.e. with a weight
of 0.5 each one) by weighing their outputs simply at the level of the final sigmoid function. The
results obtained are discussed in the following.

Results training on one manipulation and testing on all of them

Here, we have investigated more in depth if the proposed idea to resort to OF fields can provide
an advantage in a cross-forgery scenario. To do this, we have taken into account the following type
of experiment: the classifier is binary and has been trained only on one kind of manipulation, for
instance FaceSwap - FS, and on pristine examples of course, while, during the test phase, it will
face, as in a real-world scenario, pristine videos and fake ones, but now these last ones have been
generated both through the learnt method and also through other unknown techniques.

In Figure 9, the values of accuracy obtained in the case of C23 dataset are pictured. The four
graphs, going from Figure 9 (a) to (d), refer to the cases where the classifier has only been trained
on DF, F2F, FS or NT manipulation respectively, as indicated by the title of each graph. Every
colored bar represents the accuracy achieved by resorting to the frame-based method (RGB, blue
bars) and at the OF-based one (OF, red bars) with respect to the diverse kinds of manipulations
given at test time (on the x-axis, there are the four DeepFake techniques, while P stands for
pristine). The green bars values, labelled with MIX, are obtained by means of the combined
approach. First of all, by looking at the blue and red bars, it can be observed that the frame-based
method (blue) always outperforms the OF-based one (red) when the images to be classified are
pristine or fake but generated by the same manipulation learnt during training (i.e. in a same
forgery scenario). On the contrary, if we check the case when images, crafted with a not-learnt
DeepFake technique, are to be evaluated (i.e. in a cross forgery scenario), it can be appreciated
that the situation is completely inverted: blue bars are always lower than red ones (except for
a single case in Figure 9(b) when the model trained on F2F is tested on FS ). This seems to
highlight that the OF-based method provide a superior robustness towards fake images created
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 9. ResNet50: cross-forgery experiments on C23 dataset with neural networks trained on DF (a), F2F (b),
FS (c) and NT (d). Accuracy achieved is pictured for frame-based method (RGB, blue bars), optical flow-based
method (OF, red bars) and the mixed method, (MIX, green bars). P stands for ’pristine’.

with methodologies unknown at training time though it appears slightly under-performing with
respect to the frame-based approach in the classical same forgery scenario.

On the basis of such a finding, we have tried to understand if this apparent complementary
behavior could be composed in order to get a general improvement. So we have mixed, as explained
before, the two approaches and if we now look at the green bars in Figure 9, we can effectively
observe this phenomenon: the performances in the cases of the same forgery scenario (pristine
and learnt manipulation) remain as very high as for the frame-based (RGB) method, sometimes
even with a slight improvement (e.g. the average accuracy increase of 0.23% for the C23 dataset).
What is interesting is the increment in the cases of the cross forgery scenario where the accuracy
is constantly augmented with respect to the values achieved by the frame-based method alone
represented by the blue bars (e.g. the average accuracy increases of 3.14% for the C23 dataset).
As expected, the accuracy of the mixed approach (MIX), in these circumstances, is not as high as
the OF-based technique by itself but it is generally intermediate between the two (OF and RGB).

Relevant publications

• Roberto Caldelli, Leonardo Galteri, Irene Amerini and Alberto Del Bimbo,
Optical Flow based CNN for detection of unlearnt DeepFake manipulations,
Pattern Recognition Letters, 146, pp.31-37 2021 [40].
Zenodo record: https://zenodo.org/record/4707894#.YaTcC9DMJPZ

Relevant WP8 Use Cases

This activity relates contributes to the user stories 1A2 (Synthetic Image Detection/Verification),
1A4 (Synthetic Video Detection/Verification), 2A2 (Factchecking Toolbox), and 3C1 (Just-in-Time
Content Verification).
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4.1.3 Detection of synthetically generated images

In this section, we address the problem of the detection of synthetically generated images by GAN-
based methods. This is an emerging topic that has drawn the attention of several researchers in
the field of multimedia [41]–[44]. Typical approaches employ deep learning algorithms in order to
train a deep network, commonly a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), that ultimately tackles
the problem. More precisely, the main advantage of CNN models is that they extract distinctive
features for each image that capture relevant information that leads the network to distinguish the
real from the GAN-generated images. However, the proposed techniques cannot generalize well
to unseen data and fail to build robust detectors that can be effectively applied in datasets that
consist of images generated by different Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) architectures.

To this end, in our research, we delve into the performance analysis of such networks evaluated
on datasets with various combinations. Our method is based on the pipeline proposed in [41]
to train a detection network. Additionally, we compose several datasets with images generated
based on two GAN architectures, i.e., StyleGAN2 [45], and ProGAN [46]. We selected generated
images based on their GIQA [47] score that measures their quality. We have also downloaded
images from the website “This Person Does not Exist” (TPDE)5, where the generation method
is based on StyleGAN2, but the implementation is unknown. Furthermore, the generated images
are combined with real ones from the CelebA [48], FFHQ [49], and Human Faces (HF) [50] to
constitute an evaluation dataset. To further benchmark the robustness of the models, we draw
samples from each dataset to compose a combined one which is considered the more realistic and
challenging case. Finally, we experiment with five CNN networks from the state-of-the-art trained
and evaluated on our datasets.

Method overview

We base our implementation on the pipeline proposed in [41], where a ResNet50 [37] model is
trained with an image set generated with ProGAN combined with various augmentations, and it is
then evaluated on different datasets. Its scope was to demonstrate the efficacy of the application
of multiple augmentations (e.g., Gaussian Blur or JPEG compression) during training on the given
data, which boosts the models’ robustness and facilitates the creation of more general detector
models. Hence, following this work, we employ augmentations for blurring, sharpening, image
corruption, and the color of each image to train our networks. Specifically, during training, a
pipeline of transformations is constructed, and random augmentations are applied to the images
of the training dataset. The input images are first resized into 256× 256, and then center-cropped
to 224× 224. Finally, one of the following augmentations is applied:

1. Blurring: Application of two algorithms that emulate blur effect, based on either Motion or
Gaussian Blur.

2. Color: Randomly change the values of brightness, contrast, and saturation of images, or
transform them into gray-scale.

3. Texture: Manipulation of image texture using Sharpening.

4. Compression: Degradation of image quality based on JPEG compression.

5. Rotation: Rotate input images into different angles.

5https://thispersondoesnotexist.com/
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Name Real Images Fake Images Size Scope

T1 CelebA StyleGAN2 16K training

T2 CelebA ProGAN 16K training

D1 CelebA StyleGAN2 4K evaluation

D2 CelebA ProGAN 4K evaluation

D3 HF StyleGAN2 4K evaluation

D4 HF ProGAN 4K evaluation

D3 HF TPDE 4K evaluation

D6 CelebA + HF + FFHQ ProGAN + StyleGAN2 + TPDE 12K evaluation
Table 3. Illustration of datasets’ composition. Ti datasets are used for training, and Di datasets are used for
evaluation. Fake images are generated with StyleGAN2 and ProGAN or collected from TPDE, while real images
are derived from FFHQ, CelebA, or HF.

6. Arithmetic: Application of noise algorithms that simulates random snow and Add camera
sensor noise.

Additionally, we compose several dataset variants in order to evaluate the performance of the
trained detector models under different configurations and settings. Specifically, we employ two
GAN to generate fake face images, i.e., StyleGAN2 and ProGAN pretrained on the FFHQ and
CelebA dataset, respectively. We selected these networks since they are state-of-the-art architec-
tures for image generation. To measure the quality and the photorealism of the generated images,
we use the Generated Image Quality Assessment (GIQA) [47] algorithm. There are three main
variations of the GIQA algorithm. In this work, the GMM-GIQA is selected, which proceeds as
follows: given a dataset of real human face images (i.e., the FFHQ dataset), a Gaussian mix-
ture model is used in order to describe their distribution. More formally, for a given image I the
probability is given by:

p(x|λ) =

M∑
i=1

wig(x|µi,Σi) (1)

where x = f(I) and f(·) denotes a feature extractor function for each image, wi are the weights

of the mixture model that satisfy the constraint
∑M
i=1 wi = 1. The function g(.) are the Gaussian

density components of the model parametrized by the mean vector µi and the covariance matrix
Σi. In a more general form, the parameters of this model can be notated as λ = {wi,µi,Σi}. The
estimation of λ is given by the Expectation–Maximization (EM) algorithm [51] (a more general
estimation of the maximum likelihood). Then, for each generated image Ig, its quality score SGMM

is given by:
SGMM (Ig) = p(f(Ig)|λ) (2)

To this end, the generated images acquired from StyleGAN2 and ProGAN are evaluated based
on the GAN algorithm and ranked based on their quality score SGMM . Visual examples of the top
and bottom-ranked images are displayed in Figure 10. We retain the top 10K images to work with,
and we split them for the training and evaluation of the models. The real images that are used for
training and evaluation derive from the datasets CelebA [48], FFHQ [49], and Human Faces (HF)
[50] (a web-scraped dataset found in Kaggle). Moreover, two thousand images from the website
“This person does not exist” are downloaded in order to use in the evaluation process. We collect
images in that way, as this is a popular website that has been used in numerous occasions for
generating fake user profile images.
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(a) top-10

(b) bottom-10

Figure 10. Example of the top and bottom ten images generated with StyleGAN2 ranked based on their GIQA
score.

Table 3 illustrates the composition of the developed datasets. We build two training sets, i.e.,
the T1 and T2 datasets consisting of CelebA real images and StyleGAN2 or ProGAN fake images,
respectively. We sample 8K images for each of the two classes, resulting in training datasets with
16K images. Similarly, we construct D1 and D2 datasets with the corresponding composition,
consisting of 2K images for each class and used for evaluation. The datasets D3, D4, D5, and
D6 were created in order to test the generalization ability of the models and their robustness to
different generation algorithms. The first two datasets test the models’ performance with real
faces from HF, i.e., a different source from the one used for training. The third one serves as a
benchmark for the trained models simulating settings where the implementation of the generation
algorithm is not available. Finally, the D6 simulates the most challenging case, combining all fake
images from the previous datasets and real images from CelebA, FFHQ, and HF datasets.

We employ five popular network architectures in the field of DeepFake Detection to build the de-
tector models, i.e., Meso4 [52], MesoInception4 [52], Xception [53], ResNet50 [37], and EfficientNet-
B4 [54]. The last linear layer of those models is replaced with a linear layer that projects the data
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Architecture D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6

Meso4 [52] 0.7513 0.6743 0.7368 0.6585 0.8293 0.6781

MesoInception4 [52] 0.9933 0.9925 0.9548 0.8700 0.8710 0.7878

Xception [53] 0.9925 0.9704 0.9549 0.9322 0.9574 0.8097

ResNet50 [37] 0.9897 0.9894 0.9522 0.9517 0.9559 0.8144

EfficientNet-B4 [54] 0.9942 0.9937 0.8902 0.8884 0.8909 0.7947
Table 4. Accuracy of five different network architectures trained on T2 dataset on six evaluation datasets.

Architecture D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6

Meso4 [52] 0.8011 0.8028 0.7721 0.7735 0.7775 0.6944

MesoInception4 [52] 0.9890 0.9965 0.8714 0.9618 0.9623 0.8183

Xception [53] 0.9912 0.9994 0.9399 0.9825 0.9430 0.8122

ResNet50 [37] 0.9769 0.9882 0.9462 0.9582 0.9629 0.8165

EfficientNet-B4 [54] 0.9900 0.9957 0.9327 0.9382 0.9377 0.8108
Table 5. Accuracy of five different network architectures trained on T1 dataset on six evaluation datasets.

to the 1-D space, indicating whether the input images are real or fake. We train our models using
the Binary Cross-Entropy loss function. The models are trained for 30 epochs with a batch size of
32 images per batch. Moreover, we employ Adam optimizer with 10−3 learning rate, and we apply
L2 regularization with λ = 10−5 weight decay. Finally, no augmentations are applied during the
evaluation process, except the initial resize and center cropping.

Experimental results

Table 4 displays the accuracy of the models trained with the T1 dataset, which contains real
images from the CelebA dataset and fake StyleGAN2 generated. In general, most models achieve
high accuracy scores on the evaluation dataset containing images from the same source as the
training set, but their performance drops when applied to datasets from different sources. More
precisely, it is evident that the accuracy drops slightly by changing the set of fake images but
maintaining the same set of real images, which derives from the comparison of the models’ scores
on D1 and D2. There is a significant impact on the performance when real images from a different
source are used, i.e., the accuracy of each model drops more than 4% on D3, D4, and D5; however,
it remains almost the same irrespective of the set of fake images. In D6, which is the most
challenging case, the performance of all models decreases by almost 20%. In terms of the network
architectures, ResNet50 is the most robust being among the top performing architectures, achieving
the best accuracy onD6 with 81.44% demonstrating good generalization ability. On the other hand,
Meso4 has the worst performance out of the five networks with more than 10% absolute difference
in accuracy.

Furthermore, Table 5 presents the accuracy of the five networks trained with the dataset T2
containing real images from the CelebA dataset and fake images generated based on ProGAN.
Similar conclusions derive from this experiment. Specifically, almost all models demonstrate very
high performance when evaluated on the datasets with images from the CelebA, as in D1 and D2.
However, their accuracy drops when real images derive from HF, as in D3, D4, and D5. In the
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case of D6, all models’ performance significantly drops, with the MesoInception4 reporting the best
score with 81.83%. Also, Meso4 reports the worst performance among the benchmarked networks
with these settings as well. Comparing the results in Table 4 and Table 5, we may conclude that
the use of different GAN models for the generation of the fake images does not have considerable
impact on the performance of the networks.

Relevant software and/or external resources

• For this research, we work with the GIQA implementation provided in https://github.

com/cientgu/GIQA.
• Also, we used StyleGAN2 and ProGAN implementations provided in https://github.com/

genforce/interfacegan.

Relevant WP8 Use Cases

CERTH provides two tools to the WP8 Use Cases, i.e., Image/Video DeepFake Detector for
detection of DeepFake faces in multimedia, and Image Verification Assistant for tampering lo-
calization. In particular, the tools contribute to the user stories 1A2 (Synthetic Image Detec-
tion/Verification), 1A4 (Synthetic Video Detection/Verification), 2A2 (Factchecking Toolbox), and
3C1 (Just-in-Time Content Verification).
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Figure 11. Overview of the generator G of our proposed DPGAN, which consists of a feature extraction network
E, a Square-shape Pooling Module Ms, and a Rectangle-shape Pooling Module Mr. All components are trained in
an end-to-end fashion so that Ms and Mr can benefit from each other by capturing both long-range and
short-range semantic dependencies.

4.1.4 Layout-to-Image Translation with Double Pooling Generative Adversarial Net-
works

The goal of our research is addressing the challenging layout-to-image translation task, which
has a wide range of real-world applications such as content generation and image editing [55]–[57].
This task has been widely investigated in recent years [57]–[62]. For example, Park et al. [58]
proposed the GauGAN model with a novel spatially-adaptive normalization to generate realistic
images from semantic layouts. Tang et al. [62] proposed the LGGAN framework with a novel local
generator for generating realistic small objects and detailed local texture. Despite the interesting
exploration of these methods, we can still observe blurriness and artifacts in their generated results
because the existing methods lack an effective semantic dependency modeling to maintain the
semantic information of the input layout, causing intra-object semantic inconsistencies. To solve
this limitation, we propose a novel Double Pooling GAN (DPGAN) and a novel Double Pooling
Module (DPM).

The proposed Dual Pooling GANs (DPGAN) consists of a generator G and discriminator D.
An illustration of the proposed generator G is shown in Figure 11, which mainly consists of three
components, i.e., a feature extraction network E extracting deep features from the input layout L,
a Square-shape Pooling Module (SPM) modeling short-range and local semantic dependencies, and
a Rectangle-shape Pooling Module (RPM) capturing long-range and global semantic dependencies
from both horizontal and vertical directions. SPM and RPM together form our proposed Double
Pooling Module (DPM). Moreover, we propose seven image-level and feature-level fusion methods
to combine both the outputs of SPM and RPM.

Feature Extraction Network. As shown in Figure 11, the network E receives the semantic
layout L as input and outputs the deep feature f , which can be formulated as,

f = E(L). (3)

Then, f is fed into the proposed SPM and RPM for learning short-range and long-rang semantic
dependencies, respectively.

Square-Shape Pooling Module. Existing layout-to-image translation methods such as [58],
[59], [62], [63] directly use deep features generated by convolutional operations, leading to limited
effective fields-of-views and thus generating different textures in the pixels with the same label. To
model short-range and local semantic dependencies over the deep feature f , we propose a Square-
shape Pooling Module (SPM). Note that the idea of the proposed SPM is inspired by the pyramid
pooling module proposed in [64] and we extend the original module used in image segmentation to
a completely different image generation task. The framework of SPM is elaborated in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. The proposed Square-shape Pooling Module (SPM) which aims to capture short-range and local
semantic dependencies. Our SPM is a n-level pooling module with different square-kernel size, i.e., (h1, w1), (h2,
w2), · · · , (hn, wn), where {hi=wi}ni=1. The symbol c○ denotes channel-wise concatenation.

Rectangle-Shape Pooling Module. The proposed SPM captures only short-range semantic
dependencies. To capture long-range and global semantic dependencies, we can increase the kernel
size of the square pooling. However, this inevitably incorporates lots of irrelevant regions when
processing rectangle-shaped and narrow objects.

To alleviate this limitation, we propose a novel Rectangle-shape Pooling Module (RPM) (see
Figure 13), which aims to capture long-range and global semantic dependencies from both hor-
izontal and vertical directions. The idea of the proposed RPM is inspired by the strip pooling
module proposed in [65] and the framework of RPM is illustrated in Figure 13. It consists of
a Horizontal Rectangle-shape Pooling Module (HRPM) and a Vertical Rectangle-shape Pooling
Module (VRPM). HRPM captures long-range dependencies from horizontal and narrow objects,
while VRPM captures long-range correlations from vertical and narrow objects.

Experimental results

Datasets. We follow GauGAN [58] and firstly conduct experiments on Cityscapes [66] and
ADE20K [67] datasets. Cityscapes contains street scene images, and ADE20K contains both
indoor and outdoor scenes. To further evaluate the robustness of our method, we conduct experi-
ments on three more datasets with diverse scenarios, i.e., DeepFashion [68], CelebAMask-HQ [69],
and Facades [70]. DeepFashion contains human body images, CelebAMask-HQ contains human
facial images, and Facades contains facade images with diverse architectural styles. Experiments
are conducted using different image resolutions to validate that our DPGAN can also generate
high-resolution images, i.e., ADE20K (256×256), DeepFashion (256×256), Cityscapes (512×256),
Facades (512×512), and CelebAMask-HQ (512×512).

Evaluation Metrics. We follow GauGAN [58] and adopt mean Intersection-over-Union (mIoU),
pixel accuracy (Acc), and Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [71] as the evaluation metrics on
Cityscapes and ADE20K. For DeepFashion, CelebAMask-HQ, and Facades datasets, we use FID
and Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS) [72] to evaluate the quality of the gener-
ated images.

We adopt GauGAN [58] as our backbone and insert the proposed Double Pooling Module
(DPM) before the last convolution layer to form our final model, i.e., DPGAN.
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Figure 13. The proposed Rectangle-shape Pooling Module (RPM) which consists of a Horizontal Rectangle-shape
Pooling Module (HRPM) and a Vertical Rectangle-shape Pooling Module (VRPM), aiming to capture long-range
and global semantic dependencies from horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. The yellow, green, and red
grids represent short-dependency, horizontal long-dependency, and vertical long-dependency, respectively. The
symbols ⊕, and c○ denote element-wise addition, and channel-wise concatenation, respectively.
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Figure 14. Qualitative comparison on CelebAMask-HQ. From left to right: Input, GauGAN [58], CC-FPSE [59],
DPGAN (Ours), and Ground Truth. We see than DPGAN generates more convincing details than GauGAN and
CC-FPSE, e.g., the hair, the hat, and the face skin in the first, second, and third row, respectively.
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Figure 15. Qualitative comparison on DeepFashion. From left to right: Input, GauGAN [58], CC-FPSE [59],
DPGAN (Ours), and Ground Truth. We see that DPGAN generates more photo-realistic clothes than GauGAN
and CC-FPSE.
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Table 6. User study. The numbers indicate the percentage of users who favor the results of our proposed DPGAN
over the competing methods.

AMT ↑ Cityscapes ADE20K DeepFashion Facades CelebAMask-HQ

Ours vs. GauGAN [58] 65.78 68.72 66.85 67.54 69.91

Ours vs. CC-FPSE [59] 62.21 64.36 63.16 64.54 67.18

Table 7. Quantitative comparison of different methods on DeepFashion, Facades, and CelebAMask-HQ.

Method
DeepFashion Facades CelebAMask-HQ

FID ↓ LPIPS ↓ FID ↓ LPIPS ↓ FID ↓ LPIPS ↓

GauGAN 22.8 0.2476 116.8 0.5437 42.2 0.4870

+ DPM (Ours) 20.8 0.2455 115.1 0.5503 25.1 0.4823

Qualitative Comparisons. We first compare the proposed DPGAN with GauGAN [58] and
CC-FPSE [59] on DeepFashion, CelebAMask-HQ, and Facades datasets. Note that we used the
source code provided by the authors to generate the results of GauGAN and CC-FPSE on these
three datasets for fair comparisons. Visualization results are shown in Figures 14 and 15. We can
see that the proposed DPGAN generates more photo-realistic and semantically-consistent results
than both GauGAN and CC-FPSE.

User Study. We follow the same evaluation protocol of GauGAN and also perform a user study.
The results compared with GauGAN and CC-FPSE are shown in Table 6. We see that users
strongly favor the results generated by our proposed DPGAN on all datasets, further validating
that the generated images by our DPGAN are more photo-realistic.

Quantitative Comparisons. Although the user study is more suitable for evaluating the quality
of the generated image in this task, we also follow GauGAN and use mIoU, Acc, FID, and LPIPS
for quantitative evaluation. The results compared with several leading methods are shown in Table
7. Firstly, we observe that the proposed DPGAN achieves the best results compared with GauGAN
on DeepFashion, CelebAMask-HQ, and Facades datasets, as shown in Table 7.

Generalization of DPM. The proposed Double Pooling Module (DPM) is general and can be
seamlessly integrated into any existing GAN-based architecture to improve the image translation
performance.

Relevant publications

• H. Tang, N. Sebe, Layout-to-Image Translation with Double Pooling Generative

Adversarial Networks, IEEE Transactions on Image Processing, 30:7903-7913,

September 2021. [73].
Zenodo record: https://zenodo.org/record/5520463.

Relevant software and/or external resources

• The implementation of our work “Layout-to-Image Translation with Double Pooling Gener-
ative Adversarial Networks” can be found in https://github.com/Ha0Tang/DPGAN.
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Relevant WP8 Use Cases

Our tool for layout to image translation contributes to use cases (a) 3A3 (Archive exploitation)
and 4C1 (Still Image analysis) by providing solutions to analyze visual content, and (b) 7A3
(Organisation of video collections) by supporting the organization of image and video collections.

4.2 Audio-based DeepFake detection

This section focuses on current AI4Media activities related to the detection of audio DeepFakes.
The methods presented hereafter thus apply to both audio files and audio streams of video files.

In Section 4.2.1 we describe how to generate a coherent set of audio DeepFakes to be used for
training and testing of current and future DeepFake detection algorithms. In Section 4.2.2, we
present a first approach to distinguish real speech recorded with a device from synthetic speech
generated by text-to-speech algorithms. Lastly, in Section 4.2.3 we report a novel method to dis-
tinguish which device was used to record an audio file in the presence of non-negligible background
noise.

4.2.1 Synthetic speech generation

Partners participating in the audio analysis task agreed that a necessary prerequisite to DeepFake
detection is their generation and collection in an appropriate dataset. The generation of synthetic
speech is not only necessary to have a better understanding of the technologies related to audio
DeepFakes, but also to ensure that the data are in line with the ones expected by the requirements
of the use cases connected to T6.2.

Modern algorithms for Text-to-Speech (TTS) applications are mostly based on the combination
of a Feature Generation (FG) stage, in which an input text is converted to a spectral representation
(e.g., linear or mel spectrogram), and a Vocoding (V) step, in which the intermediate representation
is converted into the final waveform – as depicted in Figure 16. Examples of state-of-the-art in this
domain are, among others, the FastSpeech2 acoustic feature generator [74], the HiFi-GAN neural
vocoder [75], and the MelGAN neural vocoder [76].

Figure 16. High level schema of neural text-to-speech applications.

Due to the fast pace at which both FG and V networks are being proposed, no comprehensive
and high-quality dataset of synthetic audio has been released to the public. Such a dataset would
need to (i) include high quality content for both the natural and the synthetic speech examples,
(ii) include both short and long utterances lasting more than only 3-4 seconds, and (iii) include
both synthetic and natural examples for more than one person.
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At present, only two datasets address synthetic speech detection: the FoR (Fake-or-Real) [77]
and the ASVspoof [78] dataset. However, they both lack the requirements mentioned above.
CERTH and FHG-IDMT thus decided to collaborate and generate a common dataset for synthetic
speech to be used by both partners for the training and testing of the corresponding detectors. To
create the dataset, CERTH and FHG-IDMT agreed on selecting networks for TTS applications
which not only represent the current state-of-the-art of the domain, but are also publicly available
on the internet and easily deployable – i.e., they are the ones which are more likely to be used by
malicious actors generating and manipulating content.

The networks selected up to now, listed in Table 8, were wrapped in separate Docker images all
using common I/O formats, in order to ensure easy composition of the architectures. The resulting
code is available online6 to both partners, and can be enriched with new architectures at will. The
dataset resulting from this joint contribution is going to be published on Zenodo, and described
by an accompanying peer-reviewed publication.

Table 8. V(ocoding) and F(eature) G(eneration) architectures for the future AI4Media dataset of synthetic speech

Architeture Type Online source

HiFi-GAN [75] V https://github.com/jik876/hifi-gan

MelGAN [76] V https://github.com/seungwonpark/melgan

WaveFlow [79] V https://github.com/PaddlePaddle/Parakeet/tree/v0.3.0

WaveGlow [80] V https://github.com/NVIDIA/waveglow

FastSpeech2 [74] FG https://github.com/ming024/FastSpeech2

Tacotron2 [81] FG https://github.com/NVIDIA/tacotron2

TransformerTTS [82] FG https://github.com/as-ideas/TransformerTTS

This joint activity brought several benefits:
• Set the basis for a further collaboration for what concerns the detection of synthetic speech;
• Provided both partners with know-how in the generation of synthetic speech;
• Provided a common set for benchmarking performances of both generation and detection

methods;
• Led to a concrete and agreed definition of requirements of both test and training data;
• Is going to lead to a shared publication, increasing the research output and reach of the

AI4Media project.

Experimental results
The minimum execution time for inference was calculated after ten repetitions. Testing was con-
ducted on a machine with NVIDIA 1050Ti GPU and Ryzen 1600 CPU and the inference of each
file was executed sequentially, without utilizing batch inference capabilities of some of the models
used (Table 9). Example Mel spectrograms extracted from inferred audio with the use of a text
phrase sample are depicted in Figure 17.

Relevant software and/or external resources
Software related to synthetic speech generation is collected collaboratively in the aforementioned
shared GitLab repository, a screenshot of which is depicted in Figure 18.

6https://gitlab.cc-asp.fraunhofer.de/groups/ai4media
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Table 9. TTS pipelines inference time results

Pipeline Model
Inference Time(seconds)

Feature Extractor Vocoder Total

FastSpeech2 & WaveFlow 6.175 26.567 32.742

Tacotron2 & WaveFlow 1.751 27.312 29.063

FastSpeech2 & WaveGlow 6.175 27.573 33.748

Tacotron2 & HiFi-GAN 1.751 0.144 1.895

FastSpeech2 & HiFi-GAN 6.175 0.144 6.319

Tacotron2 & MelGAN 1.751 0.853 2.604

FastSpeech2 & MelGAN 6.175 0.853 7.028

Relevant WP8 Use Cases
This activity is a necessary prerequisite for detection of synthetic speech, and thus contributes to
the following AI4Media use-case requirements:

• 1A3 – Synthetic Audio Detection/Verification
• 1A4 – Synthetic Video Detection/Verification
• 2A2 – Factchecking Toolbox
• 3C1 – Just-in-Time Content Verification

4.2.2 Audio DeepFake detector

In the proposed methodology, various audio feature extraction methods were tested to address
the problem of selecting the optimal audio feature to be used for synthetic speech detection. The
performance of each feature was evaluated through the training of two state-of-the-art Deep Neural
Network (DNN) models, VGG16 [83] and MLP-Mixer [84] . The Fake or Real (FoR) dataset, an
audio dataset with real and synthetic speech utterances, was used for the training process.

Dataset – The FoR dataset[77] is composed of more than 87,000 synthetic utterances and 117,000
real utterances of speech. The synthetic utterances are produced by a variety of commercial and
open source state-of-the-art speech synthesis algorithms, utilizing a dataset7 of English phrases
translated to French. The real utterances are a compilation of audio recordings provided by
common open source audio datasets, namely Arctic Dataset8, LJSpeech9 and VoxForge10. Four
versions of the dataset are available, each following a different preprocessing methodology to cover
a wide variety of machine learning applications. For our experiments, the FoR-2seconds version
was chosen, containing a total of 17,870 speech utterances with a sample rate of 16 kHz, that are
truncated at the two-second mark and are evenly distributed for class and gender. The division
of the dataset in training, validation and testing is as follows: 77.3% of the samples in training,
15.58% in validation and 6.68% in testing. Furthermore, all the subsets maintain gender and class
balance while the testing set includes audio samples from an unseen TTS algorithm and unseen
real voices. This ensures that the deep learning models developed can be evaluated on their ability
to perform well on real life scenarios, where the audio samples have different characteristics than
the ones they were trained on.

7https://www.kaggle.com/percevalw/englishfrench-translations
8http://festvox.org/cmu arctic/
9https://keithito.com/LJ-Speech-Dataset/

10http://www.voxforge.org/
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Models – In recent years, a plethora of different neural network architectures have achieved
state-of-the-art results in classification tasks of image data. CNNs show consistent performance
in domains where visual data are used, followed by Visual Transformers which build upon the
achievements of Transformers in the field of Natural Language Processing. However, the main
focus of our experiments is the evaluation of audio features for fake audio detection, hence, an
extensive testing of various DNNs is beyond the scope of this study. Two DNNs were evaluated ,
namely VGG16 [83] and MLP-Mixer [84].

VGG16 is a CNN proposed by K. Simonyan and A. Zisserman of the University of Oxford
that won the 2014 ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge. The main idea behind the
VGG16 architecture is the use of small 3×3 convolution layers with fixed stride and padding of 1
pixel, followed by a max pooling layer of 2×2 pixel window with a stride of 2 pixels. This order of
convolution and max-pooling layers is maintained throughout the architecture. The final classifier,
preceded by a flattering layer, includes three Fully Connected Layers and a softmax for output.
In our experiments, we adapted the classifier, to fit the binary classification problem at hand, by
using two Fully Connected Layers with 1024 neurons and a simple 1 neuron layer with sigmoid
activation function for output.

MLP-Mixer is a new model proposed by researchers from Google based on the recent achieve-
ments of Transformers in both Natural Language Processing and Computer Vision problems. The
MLP-Mixer architecture consists of two MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP) blocks that use Gaussian
Error Linear Unit activation function and are connected sequentially, one for token-mixing and one
for channel-mixing. Image patches, which are also referred to as tokens, is an idea adopted by Vi-
sual Transformers to replace convolution filters used in CNN models. An input image is converted
into a sequence S of non-overlapping image patches, each one projected into a hidden dimension
C, resulting in a two-dimensional real input table X of size S × C. The first MLP block is the
token-mixing MLP which acts on columns of X to mix tokens of the same channel and encode
the cross-location information. The second MLP block is the channel-mixing MLP which acts on
rows of X, thus ,encoding the per-location information of tokens of different channels. Lastly,
a global average pooling layer and a linear classifier outputs the final classification result. The
main advantage of MLP-Mixer architecture is its computational complexity, which is linear in the
number of image patches, compared to Visual Transformers’ complexity that scales quadratically.

Feature Extraction
In the training process of a DNN model based on audio data, the feature extraction methodology

plays the most crucial role in the overall performance of the model. The first feature extraction
methods in literature focused on the use of raw audio data in the time domain [85]. In this approach,
the three-dimensional audio signal, that consists of frequency, amplitude and time, is modelled
through temporal-based features which are learned by the model and not handcrafted during the
preprocessing phase. The second approach, that we focus on this study, consists of methods
that compute time-frequency representations of the signal such as Short-Time Fourier Transform
(STFT) spectrograms, Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and Mel spectrograms[86].
The features are fed in our models as magnitude spectrogram representations in image format or
as spectral energies in a two-dimensional matrix.

For the single-channel representation of the audio samples, two magnitude representations
were used, STFT and Mel spectrograms. The STFT spectrogram is a visual representation of
the normalized, square magnitude (power spectrum) of the STFT coefficients produced via the
computation of Fourier Transform for successive frames in an audio signal. Mel-Spectrogram
follows the same procedure but the frequency axis is scaled to the Mel scale (an approximation
of the nonlinear scaling of the frequencies as perceived by humans). The STFT spectrogram
representation resulted in a 251× 512 matrix (251 STFT time frames and 512 discrete frequencies
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up to the Nyquist frequency while the Mel-spectrogram resulted in a 251 × 256 matrix (256 Mel
frequency bins). The images for each spectrogram were saved as grayscale images and the spectrum
energies as Numpy arrays.

In the case of multi-dimensional spectrogram representation, the grayscale images of STFT,
Mel and MFCC spectrograms (with 60 MFCC bands) were reshaped to 256 × 512, keeping the
aspect ratio, and then stacked, returning a 256× 512× 3 matrix. The three-dimensional matrices
were saved as RGB images and were fed into the models. A sample of the single-channel and the
multi-dimensional magnitude spectrogram representations can be seen in Figure 19.

Experimental results VGG16 and MLP-Mixer were trained for each of the aforementioned
audio features and the results were evaluated on test set provided by the FoR dataset. For the
VGG16 model, the classifier was replaced with two Fully Connected layers of 1,024 neurons, with
ReLU activation function and a single neuron layer with sigmoid activation function for the binary
classification output. Input data were loaded with a batch size of 16 and and the Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD) optimizer was selected with a learning rate of 0.01. For MLP-Mixer,
the parameters selected are as follows: number of blocks=2, patch size=8, hidden dimension=32,
token mlp dimension=64, channels mlp dimension=128, optimizer = rmsprop and learning rate =
0.01.

During the experimentation, it was observed that both models were converging in solutions
with 95% accuracy on the validation set in the first three to five epochs. As a result, an early
stopping was applied to both models to stop further training when the the accuracy surpassed the
95% accuracy mark. The early stopping resulted in improved benchmark scores on the test set,
compared to prior experimentation with an early stopping that halted training when there were
no improvements higher than 0.01 after five epochs. The latter early stopping would train models
for more than 50 epochs, increasing the validation set accuracy marginally but returning very low
benchmark scores.

The classification benchmark score for every combination of audio feature and model architec-
ture can be seen in Table 10. VGG16 outperformed MLP-Mixer in all scenarios, with the only
advantage of MLP-Mixer architecture being to be limited in very fast training times (6 times fast
than VGG16). Different parameterization and further scaling of MLP-Mixer did not yield any im-
provements. Moreover, MLP-Mixer failed to converge when trained with the audio multi-feature
spectrogram, Mel and STFT spectral energies.

From a comparative analysis of the different audio features scores, in Table 10, it can be inferred
that the MLP-Mixer’s under-performance is due to the architecture of the model, since all features
achieve similar results. The best performing features for VGG16 are Mel Spectral energies and
STFT spectrograms, achieving high scores in all four metrics. Mel Spectrograms and STFT spectral
energies have comparable results with the aforementioned features, albeit achieving lower recall and
F1-score. In a real life scenario, the fake speech synthesis detection system would be expected to
minimize the number of false negative predictions with the aim of maximizing protection against
possible adverse attacks. False positive predictions are of lesser importance, since there can be
more than one ways to evaluate audio samples, such as human experts. Therefore, recall is the
primary metric of choice for the current analysis.

Relevant WP8 Use Cases
This activity addresses the detection of synthetic speech, and thus contributes to the following
use-cases:

• 1A3 – Synthetic Audio Detection/Verification
• 1A4 – Synthetic Video Detection/Verification
• 2A2 – Factchecking Toolbox
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Table 10. Performance of VGG16 and MLP-Mixer trained with different audio features.

Model - Feature Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

VGG16 - Mel spectral energies 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.94

VGG16 - Mel Spectrogram 0.88 0.97 0.79 0.87

VGG16 - STFT spectral energies 0.91 1 0.83 0.90

VGG16 - STFT Spectrogram 0.95 1 0.90 0.94

VGG16 - Multi-Features 0.69 0.98 0.38 0.55

MLP-Mixer - Mel Spectrogram 0.68 0.90 0.41 0.57

MLP-Mixer - STFT Spectrogram 0.69 0.98 0.38 0.55

• 3C1 – Just-in-Time Content Verification

4.2.3 Microphone classification in noisy environments

Microphone classification is a classic problem related to the authenticity analysis of audio record-
ings. Given an unlabeled audio signal x(t) and a set X = {xi} of known recording devices, the
goal of microphone classification is to determine which device xi was used to acquire the audio
signal under investigation, given a device fingerprint extracted from the device. In terms of ma-
chine learning, the operation consists a closed-set classification task, in which a pre-trained model
classifier predicts a label xi, given a feature vector extracted from the input signal x(t), as shown
in Figure 20.
The problem has been thoroughly addressed in the literature, e.g. in [87]–[91], by creating device
fingerprints which model the microphone frequency response of the device, denoted by Fmic(f) in
eq. (4)

x(t) =

∫
Fmic(f) · [S(f) +Nenv(f)] df. (4)

In the equation above, S(f) denotes the input (speech) signal in the frequency domain, Nenv(f)
denotes any environmental additive noise in the frequency domain, and x(t) the resulting audio
signal under analysis. State-of-the-art methods work remarkably well in nearly noiseless conditions
– i.e., by assuming Nenv(f) = 0 in eq. (4) – but suffer from a great performance decrease whenever
applied to noisy conditions, when the assumption does not hold; e.g., the accuracy of the algorithm
we selected as baseline [88], [89] drops dramatically from about 96% to about 22%.

In our method, we addressed the issue by introducing a denoising block, highlighted in green in
Figure 21, which transforms the log-magnitude spectrogram of x(t) by removing the influence of the
additive noise Nenv(f). The rationale behind this choice was to develop a universal approach, to be
applied independently from the specific feature extraction mechanism or the selected classification
model: the log-magnitude spectrogram is a basis foundation not only of the baseline [88], [89], but
of the near totality of publications addressing microphone classification.

The denoising procedure which we selected for this purpose is the Denoising CNN (DnCNN) [92].
Given a target original image X and an input image Xnoise = X +N corrupted by Gaussian noise
N , the Denoising CNN (DnCNN) network is able to compute an estimate N̂ of the input noise, and
thus an estimate X̂ of the original image . In our proposal, the input image X and the Gaussian
noise N coincide respectively with the input spectrogram S(f) and environmental noise Nenv(f)
from eq. (4), as depicted in Figure 22.
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Experimental results
The first part of the experiments consisted in training the DnCNN architecture with spectrograms
corrupted by white Gaussian noise. For this purpose, we used recordings from the LibriSpeech [93]
corpus. We used the train-clean100 portion of the corpus, corresponding to 100 hours of English
speech sampled at 16 kHz and encoded with FLAC. At each epoch, we generated a corrupted
version of the input recordings using additive white Gaussian noise with 30 dB Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR), computed the noiseless and noisy spectrograms using 32ms window length and 16ms
hop size, and then extracted patches of dimension 256 × 256 to feed the network with. Window
length and hop size correspond to the ones in [88], [89], the microphone classification algorithm
that we picked as baseline for our experiments. The network converged surprisingly fast, after
about 116 iterations.

The modified pipeline including denoising was then tested on the MOBIPHONE dataset [94].
This dataset contains audio recordings from 21 mobile-phones produced by 7 manufacturers, and
was specifically devised for evaluating microphone classification. It contains utterances lasting
30 seconds each, spoken by 12 female and 12 male speakers and captured in a silent laboratory
environment using a sampling rate of 16 kHz and the GSM-AMR encoding. The final recordings
were then distributed as uncompressed WAV files with PCM encoding. Speakers, encoding and
devices are thus completely uncorrelated with the ones present in the LibriSpeech corpus.

To obtain our final noiseless dataset for training and testing, we split the MOBIPHONE record-
ings in non-overlapping segments of 4.112 seconds, obtaining 168 noiseless examples per class. The
same segments were then corrupted using additive white Gaussian noise with 30dB SNR, obtaining
168 noisy examples per class. For brevity, we will hereon use MOBI+∞ to denote the noiseless
examples, and MOBI30 to denote the noisy ones – i.e., the index denotes the SNR.

To test both the baseline microphone classification approach in [88] and its version modified
using our proposed denoising step, we split MOBI+∞ and MOBI30 with a ratio of 80% examples
for training and 20% for testing, with the extra constraint that the split was identical in both sets.
The results of the corresponding evaluation are reported in Table 11.

Table 11. Evaluation of the proposed approach for microphone classification in noisy conditions.

SNR (dB) Accuracy (%)

Training Test Baseline [88] Proposed

+∞ +∞ 96.20 20.73

30 30 21.57 80.67

The results show that classification accuracy of the baseline approach in noisy conditions
dropped drastically from 96.20% to only 21.57%, as we expected given the noiseless assump-
tions. After introducing the DnCNN-based denoising step, however, the accuracy raised to back
to 80.67%. The increase was possible without changing the feature extraction nor the classification
stage11, which is a very encouraging outcome in terms of wide applicability of this approach. The
loss in terms of accuracy (-15.53%) is likely to be due to the DnCNN removing also some of the
traces left by the microphone frequency response. This loss was also expected, and even if not
negligible does not lead the classifier to pure guessing.

At the same time, we saw that the denoising step, if applied to noiseless input content, is
degrading the performances of the system from 96.20% to 20.73%. This is due to the fact that we
trained the DnCNN only with content degraded by additive white Gaussian noise at a specific SNR

11The hyperparameters of the SVM involved were also identical
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level: The denoiser is not able to distinguish the noise level and is thus always aggressive to the
content. As a consequence, for the denoising step to become fully transparent a preliminary noise
detection stage should be introduced, and/or the training content of the denoiser should include
several levels of SNR, so that the DnCNN does not encounter unknown noise distributions.

Relevant publications
The activities related to microphone classification in noisy conditions lead to a co-supervised M.S.
thesis on the topic:

• A. Giganti, "Speaker-independent microphone identification via blind channel

estimation in noisy condition," M.S. thesis at Politecnico di Milano (Milano,

Italy), 2021 [95].
Online record: https://www.politesi.polimi.it/handle/10589/179420.

A peer-reviewed submission of the work as conference publication is planned for the near future.

Relevant WP8 Use Cases
This activity relates to manipulated media detection, and thus contributes to the following use-case
requirements:

• 1A3 – Synthetic Audio Detection/Verification
• 1A4 – Synthetic Video Detection/Verification
• 2A2 – Factchecking Toolbox
• 3C1 – Just-in-Time Content Verification
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4.3 Text-based DeepFake detection

This section presents our approach for the training and evaluation of our DeepFake detection
method based on textual information. In Section 4.3.1, we demonstrate our pipeline for the com-
position of a dataset with DeepFake tweets generated based on three deep generative models
trained with data collected from political and public personalities accounts. With the composed
dataset, we trained a transformer-based architecture to distinguish DeepFake from original tweets
and benchmarked its performance under different evaluation scenarios.

4.3.1 Tweet Generation and DeepFake Detection

The objective of our research is addressing DeepFake text detection. Recent advances in automatic
text generation [96]–[99] allow to generate short coherent text that imitates the style of the text
on which the models have been trained. Potential misuse of these models includes the spreading
of disinformation through quote attribution to prominent political or public personalities. In the
context of an increasing political polarisation, this could be detrimental to democracy and carry
on actions which may cause public troubles.

Social media platforms have become important sources of information for an increasing number
of people around the world. Among these platforms, Twitter allows to spread information quickly
around its user community. Twitter posts take the form of short texts, limited to 280 characters.
This format is ideal for text generation algorithms and Twitter could therefore be a target for
disinformation campaigns implicating such algorithms. In this context, we focus our work on the
detection of DeepFake tweets.

Fagni et al. [100] investigate the same research question. They collected original tweets from
human accounts (accounts the content of which is written by a person) and their fake bot coun-
terparts maintained by people on the Twitter platform (accounts the content of which is written
by text generation algorithms). They analysed the performance of several classification models ac-
cording to the technology used for tweet generation. They show that RoBERTa [101], a pre-trained
language model based on the transformer architecture [102] obtains the best performance across
all configurations. One limitation of their work is the number of Twitter accounts available for ex-
periments. They retrieved 23 bot accounts and 17 human accounts, thus limiting their evaluation
capabilities. Although tweets are different in both train and test datasets, accounts are not unique
in either part. This prevents from evaluating the generalisation capabilities of their approach.

In our study, we follow Fagni et al. [100] and investigate the capabilities of algorithms to
generate accurate and consistent text through a classification task. We address the limitation
presented above by creating a new dataset for the task. Our two main contributions are the
following:

• We create a new dataset for DeepFake tweet detection which contains around 100 political
and public personalities Twitter accounts. We generate their fake counterparts using three
deep generative models.

• We investigate the use of several algorithms for DeepFake tweet detection and show that
generalisation across accounts remains a difficult task.

This work has been carried out by Babacar Sow during a graduate internship at CEA LIST.
He was advised by Adrian Pospecu and Julien Tourille.

Method overview
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Dataset – We targeted tweets from 103 accounts including political and public personalities.
Accounts include for instance the U.S. Senator Ron Wyden, the former U.S. president Bill Clinton
or the TV news anchor Sean Hannity. All these accounts are verified, meaning that the identity of
the persons holding these accounts has been checked. We collected tweets using the Twitter API
and gathered at most 3,200 tweets per account12. We then used 3 distinct models to generate fake
tweets based on this corpus.

• GPT-2 [97] is a pretrained generative language model based on the transformer architec-
ture [102]. This model has been trained on the WebText corpus13, a dataset created for the
model which has been scraped over the web (approximately 40 GB of text). We used an
open-source implementation available online14 to finetune the model on the accounts (355M
parameters).

• AWD-QRNN [103], [104] is an optimised generative recurrent neural network based on Quasi-
Recurrent Neural Networks [105]. We used an open-source implementation available online15

and used the default parameters recommended by the authors.
• Character Recurrent Neural Networks are a family of generative deep neural networks that

work at the character level. We used an open-source implementation available online16 and
used the default parameters recommended by the authors.

Each of these models was finetuned on each account of our dataset in order to generate fake
tweets. We did not perform any manual validation of the tweets.

DeepFake Detection – We cast the task as a binary classification task where the objective if
to find whether a tweet is fake or original. Based on previous work by Fagni et al. [100], we
select RoBERTa [101], a transformer-based model for our classifier. We used an open-source
implementation available online17.

We follow Fagni et al. [100] for most hyperparameters. We choose to increase the batch size to
64 to accommodate our large volume of data. Our evaluation framework relies on several scenarios.

• In scenario 1, we assess the performance of our classification model to detect fake tweets
with several datasets: a mix of fake tweets from the three generation algorithms and three
datasets generated with only one model.

• In scenario 2, we train our classifier on tweets generated with GPT 2 and assess its perfor-
mance on datasets composed of tweets generated by the two others technologies.

• In scenario 3, we trained our classification model on tweets generated by GPT-2 and assess its
performance on the test dataset gathered by Fagni et al. [100]. We perform three experiments,
one on the full dataset, one on the political accounts and one on the non-political accounts.

Experimental results
Classification scores for scenario 1 are presented in Table 12. When trained and tested on

the tweets generated by the AWD-QRNN model, the classifier perform almost perfectly with an
accuracy score of 0.996 and a F1-score of 0.996. The performance decreases with the two other
models. Tweets generated by GPT-2 are the hardest to detect. In this configuration, the classifier

12Upper-bound limit set by the Twitter API
13The dataset has not been released
14https://github.com/minimaxir/gpt-2-simple
15https://github.com/fastai/fastai/tree/master/
16https://github.com/Jmete/deepThorin
17https://github.com/ThilinaRajapakse/simpletransformers
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Dataset Accuracy F1-score

AWD-QRNN 0.996 0.996

Char-LSTM 0.910 0.915

GPT 2 0.792 0.807

Mixed 0.889 0.897

Table 12. Performance for scenario 1 – This table presents the performance of our classifier on four datasets, one
for each text generation algorithm (AWD-QRNN, Char-LSTM and GPT 2) and one composed of a mixed set of
tweets generated by the 3 models (Mixed).

obtains an accuracy score of 0.792, well below the score obtained with tweets generated by the
Char-LSTM algorithm (accuracy score of 0.910). When using a mixed dataset composed of tweets
generated by the three models, the performance of the classifier drops significantly in comparison
to the best score (0.889).

Test dataset Accuracy F1-score

AWD-QRNN 0.891 0.888

Char-LSTM 0.815 0.825

Mixed 0.851 0.854

Table 13. Performance for scenario 2 – This table presents the performance of our classifier trained on tweets
generated by GPT 2 and tested on 3 datasets, one for each text generation algorithm besides GPT 2
(AWD-QRNN and Char-LSTM) and one composed of a mixed set of tweets generated by the 3 models (Mixed).

Performance for scenario 2 is presented in Table 13. When trained on tweets generated by
GPT-2, the classifier performed well on other datasets (AWD-QRNN and Char-LSTM) with F-
scores of 0.888 and 0.825 respectively. However, these results highlight the difficulty to transfer
the knowledge acquired during training on one type of tweets (in this case, GPT-2) to another.
The classifier seems to learn specific features depending to the technology. This behaviour need to
be investigated in future work.

Test dataset Accuracy F1-score

Full test 0.614 0.492

Political accounts 0.736 0.696

Non-political accounts 0.568 0.422

Table 14. Performance for scenario 3 – This table presents the performance of our classifier trained on tweets
generated by GPT 2 and tested on the test dataset of Fagni et al. [100]. We consider three experiments, one with
the full test set (Full test), one with only the political accounts (Political accounts) and one with only the
non-political accounts (Non-political accounts)

Performance for our third and final scenario is reported in Table 14. For all three cases, the
classifier has been trained on tweets generated with GPT-2. We observe a performance discrepancy
depending on the dataset used for test. When applied on the full test set of Fagni et al. [100], our
classifier obtains a f1-score of 0.492, well below the score reported in the original paper (0.896).
Interestingly, the performance is better for accounts that are considered as political than those
who are considered as non-political (0.696 vs. 0.422). This discrepancy suggests that the classifier
is also dependent on the domain of the tweets presented during training. Further investigation is
needed to better understand this dependency.
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Final Remarks & Perspectives

The research presented in this section is still on-going and several aspects need to be comple-
mented and improved. We observe a large discrepancy between the score obtained by Fagni et
al. [100] and our classification model trained on tweets generated with GPT-2. This discrepancy
could be the result of a combination of several factors. The quality of our generated algorithm
could be not optimal. In our experiments, we used the 355M parameter version of the model and
followed recommended settings for learning and generation. However, there are more powerful
versions of the model (1500M parameters) that could be used for the task. Moreover, a grid-search
or a Bayesian optimisation of the hyper-parameters could improve the resulting quality of the
generated text. Another aspect to consider when investigating the performance difference is the
training data. Fagni et al. [100] used the same accounts in both training and test datasets. The
task could be considered as easier in this situation. Finally, as shown in the experiments, the
performance decreases when our classifier is trained on tweets generated by GPT-2 and applied to
tweets generated by another model, thus partially explaining the score reported in Table 14 as the
test set is composed of tweets generated by several models.

Another interesting research avenue is to better understand the influence of domain on the
classifier quality. As shown in Table 14, domain variation seems to have an influence on the
capacity of the model to detect DeepFake tweets.

Relevant WP8 Use Cases
CEA will provide a tool for deep fake tweet detection to the WP8 Use Cases, contributing

to the user stories 1A1 (Synthetic Text Detection/Verification), 2A2 (Factchecking Toolbox), and
3C1 (Just-in-Time Content Verification).
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(a) FastSpeech-2 & WaveFlow

(b) FastSpeech-2 & WaveGlow

(c) Tacotron-2 & WaveFlow

(d) Tacotron-2 & WaveGlow

(e) googleTTS

Figure 17. Mel Spectrograms extracted from the audio outputs of different combinations of Synthetic Speech
Synthesis pipelines. The results are based on a text sample input. (a)(b) FastSpeech-2 was used as a feature
extractor in the pipeline process.(c)(d) Tacotron-2 was used as a feature extractor in the pipeline process. (e)
Audio was produced by Google cloud Text-To-Speech service.
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Figure 18. T6.2: Common repositories for synthetic speech generation.

Figure 19. STFT, MFCC, Mel Spectrograms and the multi-channel stacked image.
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Figure 20. High level schema for closed-set microphone classification.

Figure 21. Schema of the proposed approach for microphone classification in noisy conditions.

Figure 22. DnCNN application to audio spectrograms.
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5 Hybrid, privacy-enhanced recommendation (T6.3)

Contributing partners: FhG-IDMT, UPB

This task provides a privacy aware recommender system for AI4Media. Recommender systems
are a powerful tool and shaped huge parts of what we now perceive as the Internet and with it
large part of our society. Recommender systems come in all shapes and variations, but there is
a common denominator: providing “items” to “users” in a way that a certain utility metric is
met (“The user finds the item useful”). This very simple definition already points at two major
problems that showed in the last decades of using recommender systems:

1. Measuring “usefulness” or “utility” for a user is hard. Optimizing recommender systems
mostly on recorded user behavior led to an effect now prominently called “Filter bubbles”.
While this might be tolerable for “simple” things like music recommendations, in social
networks - also huge recommender systems - this led downright to societal problems, as
people were unable to look outside their recommended filter bubble. In AI4Media, we want
to look at alternatives.

2. The second problem we want to address in AI4Media comes with the fact that a useful recom-
mender system must know something about its users. Either to personalize recommendations
or at least for an evaluation. Of course, the more data available, the more information there
is to calculate recommendations from - so the more data, the better. Of course, this goes
against the goal of user privacy and possibly regulations like the GDPR. In AI4Media, we
want to research if it is possible to apply privacy preserving technologies to user data in a
way that the recommendation quality is not degraded significantly. We assume that, while
having more data - in theory leads to better recommendations - in practice, also anonymized,
pseudonymized and otherwise modified user and usage data can lead to a good enough quality.

To try all out all the things it is important to concentrate on a single use case, as every
recommendation scenario is different and it would be unfeasible to create several independent
recommender systems in the project. However, the research performed on one recommender will
also provide plenty of information for the design of other (future) recommender systems. The use
case mapping made in WP8 showed that the Smart News Assistant from UC#2 is a viable option
to showcase solutions for the two problems mentioned above (see Deliverable D8.1 - Use Case
Definitions and Requirements for a comprehensive description of this use case).

AI4Media will provide a lot of components that will be useful to analyse media data and
anonymize user data in a way that the above scenario can be implemented. Also for this reason,
the technical implementation of this task hasn’t started yet, to give the relevant contributing tasks
a head start and avoid wasting resources. The actual implementation work will start in 2022.

AI4Media itself is dedicated to research on many aspects that are useful for the recommenda-
tion case sketched above. So far we identified the following tasks shown in table 15 as potential
integration points into the recommender system.

Of course, this list is not exhaustive and we assume that if the AI4EU AI-on-demand platform
gets traction we can also use components from there. On the other hand, this shows how tightly
integrated this task is with the whole AI4Media project. It certainly will not be possible to
deeply integrate all work of all the mentioned tasks inside the deliverable, but a major goal of the
recommender system architecture is to make it easy to add AI modules by some sort of plug-in
system. This way, we can easily get started with the basic functionality, but will not be stuck with
the developed implementation when the available state of the art advances and new components
with the right TRL become available.
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Task ID Description Comment

3.7 Learning to count Helper for text classification

4.3 Novel methods for explain-
able and interpretable AI

Avoiding “black box” recommender
systems is crucial for the proposed use
case

4.4 Privacy- and security-
enhanced federated learning
approaches

Federated Learning scenarios might be
used to analyze recommended media
items, proposed privacy techniques can
also be useful in a non-federated set-
ting.

4.5 Methods for detection and
mitigation of bias affecting
fairness in recommender sys-
tems

Crucial task for implementing an “Anti-
Filter-Bubble” recommender system.

5.1 Media analysis and summa-
rization

Content based aspects of the recom-
mender system.

5.4 Language analysis in Media Baselines for (news) text analysis

6.1 Policy recommendations for
content moderation

Input on legal aspects

6.2 Manipulation and synthetic
content detection in multime-
dia

Additional information on user gener-
ated content.

6.4 AI for Healthier Political De-
bate

Content and user analysis

6.5 Detection of perceptions of
hyper-local news

Helpful social media analysis

6.5 Measuring and Predicting
User Perception of Social
Media

Critical part of evaluation

Table 15. Potential synergies with other AI4Media tasks.

Relevant WP8 use cases

As described above, the task mainly tries to address use case 2, specifically 2B, 2B2, 2B3, 2B4
and 2C1.
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6 AI for Healthier Political Debate (T6.4)

Contributing partners: BSC, AUTH, CEA, UvA, UNIFI

6.1 Neural knowledge transfer for improved sentiment analysis in texts
with figurative language

Sentiment analysis in texts, also known as opinion mining, is a significant Natural Language
Processing (NLP) task, with many applications in automated social media monitoring, customer
feedback processing, e-mail scanning, etc. Despite recent progress due to advances in Deep Neural
Networks (DNNs), texts containing figurative language (e.g., sarcasm, irony, metaphors) still pose
a challenge to existing methods due to the semantic ambiguities they entail. In this work, a novel
setup of neural knowledge transfer is proposed for DNN-based sentiment analysis of figurative
texts. It is employed for distilling knowledge from a pretrained binary recognizer of figurative
language into a multiclass sentiment classifier, while the latter is being trained under a multitask
setting. Thus, hints about figurativeness implicitly help resolve semantic ambiguities.

The proposed method exploits knowledge distillation [106] for increasing DNN-based sentiment
analysis accuracy on texts with FL that employ sarcasm, irony and/or metaphor. Thus, during
training, a teacher-student architecture is utilized to enrich the student model with the knowledge
of a pretrained FL recognizer. The latter one is a binary classifier, while the former one is a
multiclass classifier tasked with identifying sentiment in input texts. Thus, due to the nature of
the teacher and the different task it solves compared to the student, an atypical kind of distillation
is proposed.

Below, all neural models are assumed to be trained with error back-propagation and a variant of
stochastic gradient descent. Let us also assume that a DNN-based binary text classifier F has been
pretrained under a regular supervised setting on a database containing two classes: “figurative”,
“literal/non-figurative”. Since it is common for binary neural classifiers to end with a single
sigmoidal neuron, we assume this is the case for F . Thus, a real-valued scalar output of 0/1
corresponds to figurative/literal class prediction, respectively, while a typical output F (x) for a
respective input data point x would actually lie in the interval [0, 1].

The student S is the neural model we actually want to optimize; on a different, sentiment-
annotated dataset. Without loss of generality, we assume that it is being trained under a supervised
multiclass text classification setting. Typically, N ≥ 3 classes are employed for the sentiment
analysis/opinion mining task (“positive”, “neutral”, “negative”, etc.) and a final softmax activation
layer used for deriving the class prediction. S is trained by a regular, suitable loss function LS ,
such as Cross-Entropy (CE).

The proposed method consists in training S with the following multitask loss function:

LM = LS + αLD, (5)

where LD is being computed at each iteration by exploiting the pretrained F . In essence, LD distills
the knowledge of F concerning the current training data point x, i.e., F (x). As noted in [107] for
the deep linear scenario, sigmoidal output activation for the binary classification case is equivalent
to soft labels typically employed for softmax-based multiclass distillation [106]. To compute this loss
term, a parallel output layer Sb serving as an auxiliary binary classification head is architecturally
plugged onto the penultimate layer of S, while F (x) serves as real-valued/continuous substitute
“ground-truth” for LD. To avoid confusion, the normal softmax-based multiclass classification
head of S is denoted below by Sm. Thus, assuming N sentiment classes, Sm/Sb is an output
neural layer consisting of N/1 neuron(s), respectively.
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Figure 23. The proposed teacher-student training architecture.

By employing the Mean Squared Error cost (MSE) for the proposed term LD, the complete
multitask loss function is:

LM = LS (Sm(x), x̃) + α (Sb(x)− F (x))
2
, (6)

where x̃ is the actual, sentiment ground-truth class label corresponding to x, in the context of
multiclass classification. Notably, no figurativeness ground-truth label is exploited or required to
exist for x.

An overview of the proposed method is depicted in Figure 23. Importantly, no actual/real
ground-truth annotation concerning the presence or type of FL is required or exploited while
training S for sentiment analysis. Of course, after S has been fully trained, both the entire F
model and the auxiliary output layer/binary classification head Sb can be safely discarded.

The underlying intuition behind the proposed multitask loss function is the conjecture that dark
knowledge concerning the degree of figurativeness of an input text should aid a sentiment classifier
in resolving ambiguities about the expressed sentiment, that arise due to sarcastic, metaphorical or
ironical language. The proposed distillation loss term should have the effect of tuning the multiclass
sentiment classifier towards identifying and overcoming such ambiguities. The FL recognizer F was
selected to be a binary classifier in order to maximize its inference-stage success rate in this auxiliary
task, by making the classification problem as easy as possible.

Experimental results

The neural architecture ROB-RCNN from [108] was recreated and adopted for the base senti-
ment analysis student model S. This neural architecture utilizes a pretrained RoBERTa language
model [109], combined with an RCNN [110], in order to efficiently capture contextual text infor-
mation when representing each word. The final prediction is the output of a softmax layer.

The CNN/Bi-LSTM neural architecture OSLCfit [120] was pretrained for FL recognition, fol-
lowing the training process prescribed in [120], and then adopted as the binary classification teacher
model F . Its input text representations are derived by using 200-dimensional embeddings from
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Table 16. Evaluation results on the S15-T11 dataset. Higher/lower is better for the COS/MSE metric,
respectively. Best results are in bold.

Method COS MSE

ELMo [111] 0.71 3.61

USE [112] 0.71 3.17

NBSVM [113] 0.69 3.23

FastText [114] 0.72 2.99

XLnet [115] 0.76 1.84

BERT-Cased [116] 0.72 1.97

BERT-Uncased [116] 0.79 1.54

RoBERTa [109] 0.78 1.55

UPF [117] 0.71 2.46

ClaC [118] 0.76 2.12

DESC [119] 0.82 2.48

ROB-RCNN [108] 0.82 1.92

ROB-RCNN + Proposed (LD) 0.85 1.50

a pretrained GloVe model [121]. This teacher model was pretrained on the annotated dataset
from [122], which contains 81,4K tweets grouped under 4 different class labels (“sarcasm”, “irony”,
“figurative” and “regular”). The first three classes were combined in a general “figurative” class,
in order to train F as a binary figurative text classifier. The student S was trained using Adam
optimization and Cross Entropy (CE) as the main multiclass classification student loss function
LS .

The S15-T11 dataset [123] was used for evaluating the proposed method and comparing it
against competing approaches. It contains 8,000/4,000 tweets for training/test, respectively, includ-
ing tweets with ironic, sarcastic and metaphorical language. The 12,000 data points are grouped
under 11 classes annotated with integers in an 11-point scale, ranging from -5 to +5, that denote
the polarity of each tweet, from “very negative” to “very positive”. Since it is a sentiment analysis
dataset, it does not contain ground-truth annotations/labels concerning the presence or type of
FL.

Two common evaluation metrics were employed: cosine similarity (COS, higher is better) and
Mean Squared Error (MSE, lower is better). Assuming a test set of T data points, both are
computed by comparing two T -dimensional integer vectors, respectively containing the predicted
and the ground-truth class labels. The proposed method’s implementation is in fact ROB-RCNN
[108] augmented with LD during training, while the baseline that we improve upon is ROB-RCNN
trained with simple LS , instead of the proposed Eq. (6). Optimal hyperparameters were adopted
from [108], while 5-fold cross-validation resulted in best α = 0.5. Test-phase evaluation results
are presented in Table 16, including the accuracy achieved by several competing methods. All
reported figures are lifted from [108], except the ones for ROB-RCNN. The latter method was
recreated, trained and evaluated ab initio by us, following strictly all implementation minutiae and
hyperparameter values detailed in [108].

Overall, the proposed method implementation ROB-RCNN + LD achieves state-of-the-art per-
formance in both metrics, thus confirming the validity of our underlying intuition. Remarkably,
compared to DESC, it manages to decrease MSE from 2.48 to 1.50, while simultaneously increasing
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COS from 0.82 to 0.85. In contrast, baseline ROB-RCNN achieves MSE improvements over DESC,
without gains in COS performance.

Relevant publications

• D. Karamouzas, I. Mademlis, I. Pitas, ”Neural knowledge transfer for improved sentiment
analysis in texts with figurative language”, technical report, submitted as conference paper.

Relevant WP8 Use Cases

1C1 (Single Twitter Account Content Analysis). The presented method improves upon the
state-of-the-art for semantic analysis of individual tweets. Moreover, figurative language is highly
used in social media.

6.2 Public opinion monitoring via semantic analysis of tweets

Twitter is gaining increasing popularity especially within the field of politics. We usually observe
increased traffic in this platform during an event like parliamentary/presidential/national elections.
To monitor the views of people relating to a specific topic, opinion mining is often performed
through sentiment analysis of tweets. Monitoring the public opinion is a very powerful tool as it
can be used to predict future outcomes of events or adopt profitable strategies. With that notion we
create a novel public opinion monitoring mechanism that consists of two basic tools: A descriptor
getter tool and a time series forecasting tool. The former outputs a sentiment descriptor/vector for
each tweet containing four values regarding the semantics of the tweet. These values are connected
to positivity, offensiveness, bias, and figurative language. The latter tries to predict the future
descriptor based on past observations. Both tools are implemented using deep learning models.
The novelty of our mechanism lies in the combination of multi-sentiment analysis with time series
forecasting, which is something no previous study incorporates.

The proposed mechanism for monitoring and predicting the public opinion consists of two tools.
The first tool is composed by four sentiment classifiers and we use it to get the descriptor for each
tweet. The obtained descriptors are aggregated for each day and the derived time series is fed to
the second tool of our mechanism. That tool would be a forecasting model trained to predict the
next week’s descriptors. An overview of the proposed mechanism is depicted in Figure 24.

Two different deep neural architectures were used. We train the hybrid CNN-LSTM architec-
ture from [120] to create three separate classifiers that detect offensiveness, bias and figurative
language in tweets. Three relevant public datasets were used for training, while a pretrained pub-
licly available neural model18 was used for the polarity feature. All DNNs were trained in a binary
classification task.

The descriptors derived through the previous procedure were aggregated per day, in order to
create the daily descriptor time series. This is fed into the forecasting model to give us forecasts
for a 7-day horizon.

Experimental results

For evaluating timeseries forecasting on the dataset constructed using the proposed descriptor,
we adopted the stacked LSTM architecture from a comparative study about forecasting using RNNs
[124]. The 2016 USA Presidential Election Tweets dataset19 was exploited for assessing forecasting

18https://github.com/DheerajKumar97/US-2020-Election-Campaign-Youtube-Comments-Sentiment-Analysis-RNN-Bidirect--lstm-Flask-Deployment
19https://www.kaggle.com/paulrohan2020/2016-usa-presidential-election-tweets61m-rows
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Figure 24. The proposed public opinion monitoring mechanism.

performance. The dataset contains 61 million rows in total from which we keep approximately 32
million after cleaning process. The time span of the tweets is from 2016-08-30 to 2017-02-28 with
20 days missing so having a total of 163 days.

We wanted to monitor public opinion separately for each of the two parties (Democrats and
Republicans). To accomplish that, we used the keywords “Clinton”, “Obama” and “Trump”
to categorize the tweets as the ones referring to Democrats and those referring to Republicans.
Therefore, we obtained the descriptors of tweets that represent the public opinion towards the
two most popular parties. To create the time series, we applied day aggregation in three different
ways. Mean, Median and Trimmed mean were used to obtain a single descriptor value for each
day. So we ended up with three datasets for each party, that contain the daily descriptor from
2016-08-30 to 2017-02-28. Of course, each dataset contains four unidimensional time series: one for
each dimension of the descriptor. The created time series are used to train our forecasting model.

Table 17. Forecasting results on time series constructed by applying the proposed semantic tweet descriptor to the
US 2016 Presidential Elections Dataset.

Dataset Name Mean SMAPE Median SMAPE Mean MASE Median MASE

dem mean 0.1096 0.0563 1.2396 1.0799

dem med 0.1380 0.0913 1.0620 1.1711

dem trim 0.1798 0.0676 1.3364 1.0885

rep mean 0.0529 0.0280 0.7689 0.6937

rep med 0.0492 0.0330 0.5158 0.5303

rep trim 0.0737 0.0314 0.6931 0.6549

The symmetric mean absolute percentage error (SMAPE) is the most common performance
measure used in many forecasting competitions:

SMAPE =
100%

H

H∑
k=1

|Fk − Yk|
(|Yk|+ |Fk|)/2

, (7)

where H, Fk, and Yk indicate the size of the horizon, the forecast of the NN, and the actual
forecast, respectively.

Due to lack of interpretability and high skewness of SMAPE [125], the mean absolute scaled
error (MASE) metric was also employed [125]. It is defined as follows (for non-seasonal time series
like ours):

MASE =
1
H

∑H
k=1 |Fk − Yk|

1
T−1

∑T
k=2 |Yk − Yk−1|

. (8)

The MASE is a scale-independent measure, where the numerator is the same as in SMAPE,
but normalised by the average in-sample one-step näıve forecast error. A MASE value greater
than 1 indicates that the performance of the tested model is worse on average than the näıve
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benchmark, and a value less than 1 denotes the opposite. Therefore, this error metric provides a
direct indication of the performance of the model relative to the näıve benchmark.

The model evaluation of this study is presented using four metrics: the mean SMAPE, median
SMAPE, mean MASE, median MASE. Where mean and median are used as aggregators across
the four time series that correspond to each dimension of the descriptor. The results are presented
in Table 17. Greater values for SMAPE and MASE indicate worse performance.

From SMAPE values we can see that overall our model works very well. For the democrats
dataset, the best forecasting results were obtained at the mean aggregation setting while for re-
publicans both mean and median gave good results. From MASE values it becomes clearer that
forecasts are more inaccurate for the democrats dataset as the model performs worse than the
näıve benchmark.

Relevant publications

• D. Karamouzas, I. Mademlis, I. Pitas, ”Public opinion monitoring via semantic analysis of
tweets”, technical report, under preparation.

Relevant WP8 Use Cases

1B2 (Keyword Analysis/Monitoring of Content in Social Media). The presented method facili-
tates monitoring of public opinion by semantically analyzing and aggregating Twitter content over
time.

6.3 Political tweets in the Greek language

There are currently very limited data resources, in terms of annotated datasets, for semantic
analysis of tweets in the Greek language. For example, the only relevant datasets for sentiment
classification are [126] and [127]. Thus, during the first 16 months of the project, a large dataset
of Greek-language tweets with political content was collected by partner AUTH in the context of
T6.4.

Approximately 900,000 tweets were gathered, based on their hashtags, covering a period from
January 2014 up to May 2021. More than 40 different hashtags were employed for selecting relevant
tweets, mostly composed of names of mainstream political parties, party leaders or major political
events (e.g., the referendum of July 2015).

A small subset of approximately 4,000 tweets, randomly selected from the entire dataset, was
manually annotated with ground-truth labels for the four semantic features mentioned in 6.2
(polarity, bias, offensiveness, figurativeness). Neural representations for each tweet were then
derived using the fastText architecture [128], pretrained in Greek20.

Experimental evaluation for tweet classification in this subset, separately along each of the four
features, is currently underway and will be reported in the next version of this deliverable.

Relevant publications

• I. Koroni, I. Mademlis, I. Pitas, ”A dataset of politically charged tweets in Greek language”,
technical report, under preparation.

Relevant WP8 Use Cases

1C1 (Single Twitter Account Content Analysis). A large-scale Greek-language tweet dataset
facilitates research on social media content analysis in Greek.

20https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawl-vectors.html
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6.4 Measuring healthiness of online discussions on Twitter using the
temporal dynamics of attention data

Potential ways to analyse news events and articles and the related discussions on social media
have been a hot topic for a long time. With volume of generated content and the speed of its
generation growing higher as time goes by, there is a lot of opportunities to study their laws and
patterns. Moreover, whereas the qualitative approach was the traditional way of analyzing news
and discussions, their volume offers a chance to move towards quantitative analysis approaches.

Additionally, the amount of misinformation in media grows as well, not to mention various
manipulative techniques used by malicious or unscrupulous agents to affect their target audiences
in desired ways.

This raises the question of healthy discussions. What discussions can be called healthy? Do
they have any specific patterns or properties? Can we define some formal criteria for healthiness
of online discussions? Moreover, given the sheer volume of the social media content, is it possible
to do the healthiness analysis in quantitative way instead of the traditional qualitative one?

In order to answer these questions we collected a significant volume of tweets and our intention
is to try out various techniques to find common patterns between different topics of discussions
among them, automatize them, and come up with metrics that can estimate the healthiness of
such discussions.

The collection process started in March 2020, in the early days of the COVID-19 pandemic.
During the first two days of sudden domestic confinement, we acknowledged the exceptionality of
the situation, and started gathering Twitter data, in hopes that such a unique dataset would enable
novel research outcomes in the near future. At the time, it was decided to start gathering global
(English) and local (Spanish) tweets related to COVID-19, by defining a query made up of a broad
range of keywords. Our goal was to obtain a large, representative set of online discussions, which
could contain relevant insights on social behaviour during such extreme times. This procedure is
the first step shown in the pipeline of Figure 25.

Based on this large data set (approximately 1.2 billion tweets in the period between the 25th of
March 2020 and the 24th of March 2021), we isolated topics of conversation to analyse and compare
their particularities. By doing so we inherently assume that discussions, and how they unfold, have
a high degree of coherency based on the underlying topic. These discussions correspond to a given
COVID-19 discussion element (or topic for short) and form the basis of our analysis.

The data collection process enabling this work can be divided into 3 stages:

1. Accessing and storing tweets

2. Indexing their text fields for text search with a specialised database

3. Topic extraction

Stages 1 and 2 are illustrated in Figure 25, while stage 3 is illustrated in Figure 27.

Figure 25. Tweet collection and indexing
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For the initial data collection, we used the official Twitter API stream, continuously gathering
tweets since the 24th of March, 2020. For that purpose, we composed a list of 50 keywords related
to COVID-19 (both in English and Spanish) to be able to monitor both local and global effects of
the pandemic.

The standard Twitter API is restricted, limiting the amount of gathered tweets fitting the
query. The global distribution of gathered tweets on day-by-day basis is presented on Figure 26,
with the average being in the order of 2 to 4 million (additionally offset on several days by hardware
issues). While analysing the properties of our collection of tweets, we noticed a sudden change
after the 15th of August 2020 (red dashed line on the graph). After this date our system started
to receive roughly 50% more tweets from the Twitter API. Upon investigating this phenomenon,
we found that around this date (on the 12th of August) Twitter enabled the early access to its
API v221. Our hypothesis is that either their policy, its settings, or hardware configuration were
modified with the same update. Because of this data irregularity, we decided to process these two
time intervals independently:

Period 1: from 25th of March 2020 to 14th of August 2020, mean: 2,592,995, standard deviation:
721,490. Denoted as “¡1¿” after the topic names.

Period 2: from 15th of August to 24th of March 2021, mean: 3,735,678, standard deviation:
667,488. Denoted as subscript “¡2¿” after the topic names.

Figure 26. Number of tweets gathered per day in millions in the full collection

21https://blog.twitter.com/developer/en_us/topics/tools/2020/introducing_new_twitter_api
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Besides the bodies of tweets, we also gathered all available metadata, including the user infor-
mation and all provided data about tweets that were retweeted, quoted or replied to.

To extract discussion topics, first we came up with a subset of COVID-19-related misinformation
news and rumours based on Poynter’s database22. Using the topics’ descriptions, we manually
composed text search queries to extract relevant tweets using their most characteristic keywords.

In total, we characterized 78 different misinformation topics within a total timespan of a year,
from the 25th of March 2020 to the 24th of March 2021. After splitting the topics into 2 periods
and sorting out partial topics that did not see significant activity within the respective periods, we
got a total of 129 topics, 61 in the first period and 68 in the second one. For all posterior analysis,
we represented each of those topics as an integer vector of either 143 positions (the first period) or
222 positions (the second period), each element of which contains the normalized number of tweets
for that topic in the corresponding day (topic distribution vectors). Essentially, these vectors are
approximation of attention dynamics for the corresponding topics. Figure 28 contain these topic
distribution vectors for the topics from the sample.

Figure 27. Topic extraction

After defining the topics, one more step of processing was needed to ensure that the discussions
are collected as intact as possible. The tweets returned by the query to the Twitter API represent
a random sample of the full corresponding set, thus, some quote, reply, and retweet chains were
broken by this sampling. Moreover, our hypothesis is that all the tweets in these chains are
also relevant to the corresponding discussion topic, but not all of them might have the necessary
keywords which could have also led to their exclusion. Therefore, for each tweet, we followed the
chains of quotes, replies, and retweets in the direction of the original tweets (as the “parent” tweet
IDs are included in the tweet object’s metadata) to include these parts of discussions that may
have been missing. The whole process is depicted in Figure 27.

22https://www.poynter.org/ifcn-covid-19-misinformation/
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Figure 28. Frequency curves for a sample of topics.
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7 Perception of hyper-local news (T6.5)

Contributing partners: IDIAP, CEA, UNIFI

Local news are indispensable sources of information and stories of relevance to individuals and
communities [129]. In the European context, these news are produced by hundreds of sources
[130]. This task is focused on the analysis of local news and the understanding of their perception
both by people and machines. In the reported period, work was done along three lines, all related
to health information. The first one is on classifying covid-19-related false information in online
news articles. The second one is on building a corpus of local news about covid-19 vaccination
across European countries. The third one is on the exploration of online video as another health
information source. Each of them is described in a separate subsection.

7.1 Classifying covid-19-related false information in online news articles

In this line of work, we conceptualized local news as coverage of events and stories in local languages,
where the covered events have both local and international components, and where the specific local
elements have key relevance. The covid-19 pandemic is a good example of such conceptualization,
as local news stories occur in specific regional or national contexts, but also have links to the larger
international situation.

One contribution in this line of work is the focus on full online articles, as opposed to the work
done on short textual social media sources like tweets (the data source in other WP6 tasks). Full
online articles represent larger text sources, which can pose challenges to deep learning methods.
A second contribution of this work is its interest on non-English news sources. This is important as
a good proportion of the top-tier published research on misinformation has been done with English
text corpora. Dealing with local European languages is a need for the EU news ecosystem and
therefore of relevance for AI4Media. In this case, we focused on news in Spanish, with English as
a second reference target. In a larger context, examining local news is important as other authors
have argued that understanding the full information ecosystem is key to capture the complexities
of issues like misinformation. For instance, based on the results of a large-scale analysis of US
media sources, Allen et. al. suggested that ”the origins of public misinformedness and polarization
are more likely to lie in the content of ordinary news or the avoidance of news altogether as they
are in overt fakery” [131].

Method overview

We located and manually analyzed existing data sources related to covid-19 online articles in
Spanish and English, available from both recently published scientific papers and online sources. A
subset of these articles had been labeled with one of the many variants used in the literature to flag
false information [132]–[135]. A close analysis of this data showed three important challenges. The
first one is the large variability of how false information can be labeled: different papers followed
different ways of labeling articles as being true or false (or having degrees of falsehood in their
statements.) This creates difficulties for aggregating datasets under a common labeling scheme,
which is necessary for machine learning approaches. Working with full articles presents difficulties
from the perspective of labeling, as long pieces of text could for instance contain one paragraph
with false information, while the rest of article could be accurate. In this way, rigorous labeling
of full articles in a complex task, and that partly explains the fact that different datasets have
different coding systems.
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The second challenge were the textual sources themselves. We identified that in some published
papers the textual information used for experiments contained elements unrelated to the news
articles themselves, likely due to data gathering choices. The third challenge was the amount of
available data. After several curation steps, we ended up with a curated dataset of 4,000 articles in
Spanish and a second dataset of 8,000 articles in English, labeled with three classes corresponding
to: (1) articles with true information, (2) articles containing false information, and (3) articles that
debunked false claims by providing true information.

Experimental results

A series of classification models were then trained and tested on this data. Text representa-
tions included classic methods like bag-of-words and TF-IDF, as well as word embeddings including
Word2Vec and Glove. A variety of classifiers were also assessed, including standard methods like
Support Vector Machines, Logistic Regression, Random Forests, and more advanced methods like
LSTMs and Transformers (including BERT, Distilbert, RoBERTa, AIBERT, Deberta) . The classi-
fication results on this three-class classification task on the Spanish news dataset (true/false/anti-
false) showed encouraging performance, with best accuracy over 80% on a balanced three-class
setting for all models, and over 90% for the best performing models. As an illustration of all
the obtained results, Table 18 summarizes the results obtained with transformer models for the
Spanish and the English datasets.

Table 18. Classification results of three-class task on balanced English and balanced Spanish datasets for
Transformer based-methods. Rows 1-7 correspond to results for the English dataset. The last row corresponds to
results for the Spanish dataset.

Method Test accuracy Matthews correlation (MCC)

Distilbert-base-uncased 82.5 0.73

Distilbert-base-cased 84.0 0.76

Bert-bert-base-cased 84.8 0.77

RoBERTa 86.4 0.79

AIBERT 83.7 0.75

DistilroBERTa 83.7 0.75

Deberta 85.6 0.78

Spanish BERT 97.9 0.96

7.2 Building a corpus of local news about covid-19 vaccination across
European countries

The work described in the previous subsection highlighted the need for data of quality about local
news across multiple European languages. With this in mind, we set up the goal of collecting a new
corpus of local news about covid-19 vaccination published by the main newspapers across European
countries. Using the new corpus as input, the aim of this research line is to conduct a series of
textual analyses of articles to compare how European newspapers cover the subject of covid-19
vaccination in their local countries. More specifically, we want to analyze the local components
associated with each country on common themes such as vaccination attitudes, sentiment towards
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this theme, and subtopics of relevance, using machine learning and natural language processing
techniques. The results of this research line could inform media companies and the public about
how topics of common relevance are treated across Europe.

Method overview

We defined a list of over 30 newspapers in five European countries, namely France, Italy, Spain,
Switzerland, and UK, and four languages (French, Spanish, Italian, and English.) For each of
these newspapers, we had to obtain permission to access their content and curate articles from
the newspapers’ authorized websites. We asked for permission to each official contact point. At
the moment of writing, 15 newspapers (including a combination of national and regional media
organizations in each country) gave permission to download and use their content for research,
non-commercial purposes. Discussion with several newspapers is currently in progress.

For those newspapers for which permission was obtained, we first verified aspects of technical
feasibility regarding data access. Afterwards, we downloaded articles on the covid-19 pandemic
and vaccination. The main data we collect includes the title of the article, the main text, and
the date of publication. Other metadata is collected if available. This currently corresponds to a
corpus of over 40,000 full articles. Table 19 shows a summary of the existing number of articles per
country. The dataset might increase in size, if permissions by additional newspapers are granted.
This will be a valuable data resource both in focus and coverage. As an illustration of its content,
Figure 29 shows the top-20 named entities per country in the dataset, extracted with the spacy
library (https://spacy.io/), which has models trained in different languages.

Table 19. Status of dataset of news from European newspapers

Country # newspapers # articles

France 2 2395

Italy 2 7547

Spain 6 18969

Switzerland 3 6458

UK 2 5131

Total 15 40500

Once the curation of the current data is completed, the next steps will involve a comparative
analysis of local news from different countries occurring in the same period of time. Specific
NLP tasks include, but are not limited to: descriptive analysis, sentiment analysis, topic analysis,
identification of sub-themes, and temporal analysis.

7.3 Exploring other health information sources: the case of online video

As an exploration of additional sources of local content related to health, we complemented work
done in a Swiss national project at the intersection of health psychology and social computing
(https://www.idiap.ch/en/scientific-research/projects/HEALTHVLOGGING), and focused on un-
derstanding some aspects of how information about health is presented in YouTube from a first-
person perspective.
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Figure 29. Top named entities per country in European news dataset.
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Method overview

We studied a dataset of fifty popular YouTubers who talk about health and wellbeing topics,
originally collected and described in [136]. A set of 2,500 videos (mean duration: 10.5 minutes)
produced by these users was labeled according to a coding system consisting of six video categories,
each of which relates to a health or wellbeing aspect (e.g., food/nutrition or physical activity.) The
objectives of the analysis were three-fold. First, we wanted to understand whether such videos span
multiple health topics, as is often the case with textual sources. Second, we aimed to understand
the kind of linguistic markers and visual representations used to talk about health topics when a
first-person perspective is used. Finally, we investigated whether such linguistic and visual markers
can be used to automatically identify the main health topics discussed in a given video. Such an
approach would be useful to automatically code candidate videos for larger scale studies.

Experimental results

The results for each of these goals can be summarized as follows. For the first goal, we observed
that in the studied video sample, health topics indeed occur in conjunction. More specifically,
videos often span two or more of the six topics in the coding system, which suggests that a ’soft’
way of categorizing health videos is appropriate, i.e., a single video can belong simultaneously to
multiple categories.

For the second goal, speech transcriptions were used as input for both classical linguistic marker
extraction (LIWC: Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count) and word embedding methods. LIWC in
particular allows for interpretable analyses. The results showed trends that are comparable to other
sources of first-person content, including text blogs and spoken speech. This included a larger use
of first-person speech (singular pronoun ‘I’) compared to both ‘You’ and ‘We’ for five of the six
video categories; a larger use of positive emotion terms compared to negative emotion terms for all
six video categories; and a larger focus on the present compared to both the past and the future
for all video categories. In addition, a visual analysis based on deep-learning-based extraction of
semantic scene segments showed that video categories match typical expectations about the scenes
where videos are captured, e.g., videos about diet are recorded more frequently in kitchen scenes,
and videos about resting are recorded more often in outdoor scenes with trees or plants; this shows
the intentionality (but also the imitation practices) of video creation.

Finally, for the third goal, the use of linguistic markers and visual cues in six binary classification
tasks (one per video category) shows that performance is promising, more specifically in the range
74-87% in terms of best classification accuracy. Based on the current results, this line of work
would have to be investigated in more depth to contextualize it around specific topics of interest
(e.g., covid-19 vaccination attitudes) and local contexts (e.g., countries with low vaccination rates).

Relevant publications

There are no published papers from task T6.5 for the reporting period. One paper related to
the work in Section 7.3 is currently in preparation, and others are expected for the next reporting
period.

Relevant software and/or external resources

The dataset of local news across European newspapers described in Section 7.2 will be a unique
dataset when completed. The final version of this dataset will be reported in the next deliverable
describing WP6 progress.
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Table 20. Binary classification results for six health/wellbeing categories using LIWC linguistic indicators (87
dimensions) and visual scene indicators (150 dimensions). Binary classification tasks (e.g. nutrition video vs.
non-nutrition video) were implemented on balanced datasets. N indicates the number of available videos for each
class. Accuracy is shown as a 0-1 fraction.

Binary class N Scene indicators LIWC indicators

Nutrition 2120 0.80 0.87

Self-Development 1374 0.69 0.75

Bodycare 1328 0.71 0.78

Physical Activity 878 0.72 0.78

Companionship 370 0.65 0.77

Rest 316 0.68 0.74

Relevant WP8 Use Cases

The work done in Task T6.5 is related to Use Case 2A (Factchecking Toolbox). The analysis of
news across multiple European newspapers could enable comparison of news treatment on specific
topic and local contextualization. The potential of such analysis in a practical setting would have to
be validated after the research work is completed. Importantly, note that automated factchecking
by itself is not envisioned as a functionality, and that access to multiple newspapers is assumed to
be possible.
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8 Measuring and Predicting User Perception of Social Me-
dia (T6.6)

Contributing partners: UPB, CERTH, QMUL, UvA

Human perception of multimedia data is complex study domain, filled with an impressive
number of positively and negatively correlated concepts [137], that joins the work of researchers
from different domains, including social and psychological studies and computer vision. In the
context of AI4Media, the main focus of T6.6 is to provide media creators with modern tools
and methods that can accurately predict or identify viewer’s emotions and perception of created
content. During the reported period, work was performed for the following concepts and topics
related to human perception of media data: interestingness in section 8.1, memorability in section
8.2, fusion systems for media perception analysis in section 8.3 and affect recognition in sections
8.4 and 8.5.

8.1 Benchmarking and Predicting Media Interestingness in Images and
Videos

Visual Interestingness represents one of the key concepts currently being studied related to the
human understanding of media content, and to the effect media samples have on human subjects.
Being defined as the capacity of “holding or catching attention” in the Oxford Dictionary [138],
it has been studied as a psychological factor or component of human behavior and motivation
since the 1940s [139]. From an emotional standpoint, interest has been associated with the class
of emotions that revolve around comprehension, exploration and desire to learn [140], [141].

In this context, we created a publicly available common evaluation framework for image and
video interestingness prediction [142]. The associated dataset, Interestingness10k, is composed
of 9,831 individual images and over 4 hours of video, interestingness scores generated with a
pair-wise annotation protocol summing up to over 1 million pairs of individual annotations, a
set pre-computed descriptors for each individual media sample, as well as common data splits
and metrics in order to facilitate system development and comparisons. The data were validated
during the 2016-2017 edition of the MediaEval Predicting Media Interestingness tasks23. We
perform an in-depth analysis of several factors that influence the prediction of media interestingness,
as well as data and annotation statistics. Starting from the 192 systems validated both during
the MediaEval editions of the interestingness task and after the task in state-of-the-art papers,
we analyze performance focusing on the best performing features, learning methods and models,
method generalization capabilities and system reliability analysis. We further enhance this analysis
with the addition of several state-of-the-art general purpose DNNs, as well as a novel DNN-based
ensembling method. We propose a set of general observations and suggestions for enhancing system
performance based on our analysis.

General observations and suggestions

Based on the analysis of the proposed data and of the 192 systems, we present a set of general
observations and suggestions that may help researchers in developing better systems for interest-
ingness prediction:

• As a general trend, when analyzing modalities, visual information expressed as visual features
stands out when compared with other modalities. Both deep visual features and traditional

23https://multimediaeval.github.io/
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descriptors show promising results, on average being the top performers in both image and
video prediction;

• Perhaps the most obvious outlier is represented by late fusion systems, which perform signif-
icantly better on average than both single-system approaches and early fusion approaches;

• A set of systems showed increased performance when the training data is augmented with
external annotations that target concepts related to visual interestingness – like social inter-
estingness and emotional content;

• Data upsampling is another good strategy for increasing system performance;
• Surprisingly, deep neural network approaches may not represent the best performers by

themselves. However, on average their performance is very high;
• There seems to be a correlation between the performance of similar (i.e., using the same pre-

processing, features, learning method and post-processing) image and video systems. With
a Pearson correlation of 0.546 this may seem to indicate that a good place to start working
on video interestingness prediction may be image prediction;

• System performance when processing longer (11-12 seconds) videos is better than that for
shorter (1-2 seconds) videos even when systems were only trained with short videos.

State-of-the-art deep neural networks

In order to account for the latest developments in deep neural network architectures, we propose
evaluating the performance of three popular image and video classification deep neural networks
(DNNs), and adapting and fine-tuning them for the Interestingness10k data. Specifically, we
utilize the ResNeXt-101-32x48d [143], PNASNet-5 [144], and ResNet-50 [37] networks for image
data prediction and the the GSM-InceptionV3 En3 [145], IR-CSN-152 [146], and R(2+1)-18 [147]
architectures for video data prediction. These were augmented with best practices as presented
in [148].

Performances are presented in Table 21. Performances of the selected DNNs are compared
against the best performers both from the MediaEval task (bestME) and from the general literature
(bestSoA) and are split according to the data they use (2016 or 2017 version of the dataset).
While the results of these networks are promising, surpassing a large part of the 192 submitted
systems, they do not have the best performance. This may indicate that training for interestingness
prediction may require a more domain-specific approach than just using a state-of-the-art network.

Next, we propose the novel DeepFusion method, a DNN-based ensembling method. To the best
of our knowledge, this method represents one of the first attempts at using deep networks as the
ensemble engine instead of just integrating them as inducers. For this ensembling method we used
the 192 submitted systems as inducers, and as we show in Table 21 the results are significantly
boosted with the help of DeepFusion. As this method is a general fusion method, that we applied
to a large number of different tasks and datasets, we will present it in detail in Section 8.3, together
with a larger set of experiments on interestingness, violence, affect recognition and other concepts.

Finally, we use a Grad-CAM architecture [149] to attempt to understand how deep neural
networks interpret the visual samples from the Interestingness10k collection. Results are presented
in Figure 30. It is interesting to note that, while in many cases the model focuses on the main
subject of the image, predominantly more it focuses in regions around the main subject, signaling
the importance of context information in predicting interestingness.

Relevant publications

• M.G. Constantin, L.D. Ştefan, B. Ionescu, N.Q.K. Duong, C.-H. Demarty, M.

Sjöberg : "Visual Interestingness Prediction: A Benchmark Framework and
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Method 2016 data (mAP) 2017 data (mAP@10)

Image

bestME 0.2336 0.1385

bestSoA 0.2485 0.1560

FixResNet50 [148] 0.1906 0.1099

FixPNASNet-5 [148] 0.1981 0.1233

FixResNeXt-101-32x48d [148] 0.2273 0.1410

DeepFusion 0.3459 0.2646

Video

bestME 0.1815 0.0827

bestSoA 0.1815 0.0930

IR-CSN-152 [146] 0.1577 0.0629

R(2+1)-18 [147] 0.1579 0.0644

GSM-InceptionV3-En3 [145] 0.1738 0.0821

DeepFusion 0.2985 0.3202
Table 21. Performance of popular deep neural network architectures when trained on the Interestingness10k data,
compared with the best results recorded so far on the Interestingness10k data.

Figure 30. Grad-CAM analysis of the network interpretation in the case of images predicted as interesting:
original samples are displayed on the top row, class-discriminative regions on the middle row and dominant
features on the bottom row.

Literature Review". International Journal of Computer Vision, February

2021. [142].
Zenodo record: https://zenodo.org/record/5006039.

Relevant software and/or external resources

• The Interestingness10k dataset, data splits, pre-computed features and metrics are found at:
https://www.interdigital.com/data_sets/interestingness-dataset.

Relevant WP8 Use Cases

3C12 (Multimodal sentiment analysis). Interestingness as a measure of the ability of multimedia
items to attract and hold viewer attention is a concept that relates to the global user sentiment
analysis.
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8.2 Predicting Video Memorability

In recent developments, Vision Transformers have shown their usefulness for image processing,
surpassing convolutional approaches in image recognition tasks [150]. To the best of our knowledge,
this approach is relatively untested in the domain of human perception in general and media
memorability in particular. This is perhaps to be expected, as the rise of Vision Transformers is
in itself a novelty at this point in time. The proposed method for video memorability prediction
relies on the use of Vision Transformer networks for feature extraction, a dense network ending for
sample regression and a frame filtering method that attempts to feed only the most representative
frames to the ViT extractor. We call these representative frames ”Memorable Moments”. This
architecture is presented in Figure 31.

Frame Selection
Vision 

Transformer Dense Memorability 
Score

...

Figure 31. The diagram of the proposed frame filtering solution in the training stage. The Frame Selection phase
uses the most representative images from the entire set of frames in a video that create the Memorable Moments,
that are then processed by a Vision Transformer architecture and processed by a Dense MLP head in order to
obtain the final Memorability Score. Annotator picks on the training set for the Memorable Moments are
presented with a green tick mark.

Memorable moments

We base our frame filtering technique on the notion that not all frames are equal when at-
tempting to establish the attributes of a longer video sequence. In our proposed method, we will
rely, in the training phase, on the annotations provided with the memorability datasets, and use
them to select the frames that best characterize the film in terms of memorability. We name these
frames ”Memorable moments,” and while they may not accurately capture the exact moment or
process of human memory retrieval, we believe they are a better method than simply analyzing
the full film. Several parameters can influence the way frames are selected, having to do with
human reaction times and the number of significant frames. Therefore we propose the following
parameters for setup:

• Given rt, the time of response from annotators calculated from the start of the film, we
subtract the following values in order to take into account the delay between annotator
memory recall moment and button press in the annotation tool: rt′ = rt − d, with d ∈
500, 1000, 1500 milliseconds;

• We take a variable number of frames before the frame corresponding to the rt′ time, namely
15, 30, 60 frames.

We theorize that using only Memorable moments when training the system will improve the
overall results, when compared with a normal training approach, where the entire video is taken
into account.
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R1 R2 MediaEval top

Subtask Dataset Annotations Spearman Spearman Spearman

Subtask 1

TRECVid

short-raw 0.293 0.297 0.297

short-normalized 0.26 0.251 0.293

long 0.079 0.097 0.125

Memento10K
short-raw 0.407 0.648 0.658

short-normalized 0.641 0.648 0.658

Subtask2 TRECVid short-raw 0.089 0.091 0.14

Table 22. Results of the proposed systems on the MediaEval 2021 Predicting Media Memorability benchmark. We
compare the results of a system variant without the Memorable Moments frame filtering method (R1), one with
the Memorable Moments filtering included (R2), and the best performing systems from the MediaEval
benchmarking task (MediaEval top).

Vision Transformer

We test two popular ViT architectures, namely the the DeiT [151] and the BEiT [152]. No
special fusion method will be employed in this case, as these architectures will be tested in parallel
and we will present the results for the best performing one. In the final stage, the features extracted
via the Vision Transformer networks will be passed to a final regressor composed of a simple MLP
head, similar to the one proposed in [150], that consists of three hidden layers of size 1024, 512
and 256 respectively.

Experimental results

We test the proposed methods on the new MediaEval 2021 Predicting Media Memorability
benchmarking task [153]. This task presents participants with short and long-term memorability
annotation tasks, measured over two different datasets, namely data extracted from the TRECVid
dataset [154] and data extracted from the Memento10K dataset [155]. The dataset in this task
will also provide us with the annotation necessary for separating the Memorable moments from
the rest of the video.

The prediction subtask (subtask 1) measures system performance when training and testing on
similar data (videos from the same dataset), while the generalization subtask (subtask 2) measures
system perfomance when training and testing in different setups (i.e., training on Memento data
and testing on TRECVid data). The results of the proposed system are presented in Table 22,
where they are compared against the best results from this year’s MediaEval campaign. The results
show in most of the proposed runs, that the filtered approach represents an improvement over the
non-filtered one, sometimes with a singnificant margin.

Relevant publications

• This method will be published in January-February 2022: M.G. Constantin, B. Ionescu:

"Using Vision Transformers and Memorable Moments for the Prediction of Video

Memorability". Proceedings of MediaEval’21, February 2022.
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Relevant WP8 Use Cases

3C12 (Multimodal sentiment analysis). Memorability, as a measure of the ability of multimedia
items of being stored and remembered by viewers is a concept that relates to the global user
sentiment analysis.

8.3 DeepFusion Ensembling Systems

Late fusion, also known as ensembling systems or decision-level fusion, consists of a series of
initial predictors, known as inducers, that are trained and tested on a certain dataset, and whose
prediction outputs are fused or combined in a final phase to produce a improved set of predictions,
that is a better representation of the ground truth values of the testing data than any of the
individual inducers. These types of approaches have been found to be particularly beneficial in
situations where single-system techniques do not perform well or there is an absolute need for
near-perfect precision. While their utility has been demonstrated in some traditional tasks, such
as video action recognition [145], there has recently been a noteworthy trend of using similar
approaches in subjective tests that seek to understand how people perceive multimedia data, such
as media memorability [156], violence detection [157] and media interestingness [158].

While there is a wide range of ensembling functions and methods for merging inducer prediction
results, deep neural networks remain a novelty in this domain. Our work employing deep neural
networks as the principal ensembling function is one of the first attempts in this manner, to the
best of our knowledge. Several studies show that, thus far, DNN architectures have been generally
used only as inducers, feature extractors or other intermediate modules in ensembling schemes,
and never as the primary ensemble function [159]. Simple statistical techniques [160], such as late
fusion via weighted arithmetic mean computation, voting systems, and so on, have dominated the
process of ensembling thus far. Boosting algorithms like AdaBoost [161], Gradient Boosting [162]
or XGBoost [163], Bagging [164] or Random Forests [165] are examples of implemented fusion
approaches that require a learning step. While these methods have been successful in a variety of
tasks, we theorize that by including deep neural networks as the primary ensembling function, late
fusion results will greatly improve.

Problem definition

In a general sense, given a set of M dataset samples, and a series of N inducers, thus creating
a vector S = [s1, s2, ..., sM ] of samples and another vector A = [a1, a2, ..., aN ] of inducers, a matrix
Y can be created that represents the entire set of inducer predictions for the entire sample set as
shown in Equation 9:

Y =


y1,1 . . . y1,N
. . .

. . .

. . .

yM,1 . . . yM,N

 (9)

Furthermore, given a single random sample i, the set of predictions generated by the inducers
can be defined as [yi,1, yi,2, ..., yi,N ]. The complexity and dimensionality of the individual yi,j
values of course depends on the problem that is being solved: for one class regression these may
represent single values, while for problems like ranking, multi-class regression or tagging, they may
be represented by vectors of values.
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We propose the following deep architectures for addressing the problem of deep ensembles: (i)
dense architectures, (ii) attention augmented architectures, (iii) convolutional enhanced architec-
tures, and (iv) Cross-Space-Fusion architectures.

Dense architectures

Dense architectures represent a straight-forward approach, where a variable number of dense
(or fully connected) layers are linked together in order to create a simple yet effective structure that
outputs the final result for the primary ensembling function. This architecture will also represent
the final step for other types of architectures. While many different setups for this network can
be implemented, we chose to go with a setup with variable network depth and width, and with
inclusion or exclusion of batch normalization layers, as presented in Figure 32. Specifically, we
vary the number layers in the network, testing values of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and the number of neurons
per layer, testing values of 25, 50, 500, 1000, 2000.

...
Input Dense

... ... ...

Output

B.N.
Figure 32. Deep fusion: Dense architectures, presenting the variable network width and depth, as well as the
inclusion or exclusion of batch normalization layers.

Attention architectures

While in a general sense, attention mechanisms have the role of understanding and coding the
parts of an image or general sample which are most important for the final prediction stage, in our
particular case we use attention maps to encode and learn a set of weights that can be assigned
to each individual inducer. For our particular application, we use a soft attention approach, that
would create a vector of values attni with values between 0 and 1, the system will create an
appropriate attention mask âttni, computed as the element wise product of the input vector and
the attention vector:

yi =
[
yi,1, yi,2, ..., yi,N

]
(10)

âttni = attni � yi (11)

Convolutional architectures

Convolutional networks represented a big step forward for deep learning and, while the shape of
the input space is not important, as one, two or three dimensional convolutional networks have been
implemented, they still rely on spatial correlation between neighbouring elements from the input
space. However the use of such layers would be interesting, especially for processing correlations
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Output
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2D decorated Input
Figure 33. A schematic presentation of the Convolutional networks. The convolutional layer, is preceded by the
input decoration stage and inserted into the dense architecture.

between individual inducers. Therefore, in order to utilize convolutional architectures, an input
decoration method has to be developed, that can put correlated inducers in spatial proximity.

For starters, we consider the best function for defining the correlation between inducers to be
the function that defines the metric of the task. Therefore, we will have the correlation between
two individual inducers, m and n defined as rm,n = M(pm, pn), where M represents the metric
calculation function, and pj represents the vector of outputs for the training set for inducer j. In the
decoration step, each inducer output can be decorated with values that represent inducer outputs
from the most correlated inducers, and with values that represent correlation scores between itself
and the most correlated inducers. An input vector for a single sample i will therefore be transformed
from a simple vector [s1, s2, ..., sN ] to a more complex two-dimensional structure as follows:

dci =

r4,1 c1,1 r1,1 . . . r4,N c1,N r1,N
c4,1 s1 c2,1 . . . c4,N sN c2,N
r3,1 c3,1 r2,1 . . . r3,N c3,N r2,N

 (12)

where the pair (c1,j , r1,j) represents the inducer output and correlation score of the most similar
inducer to cj , (c2,j , r2,j) the second most similar, and so on.

Finally, 3 × 3 convolutional filters with a stride of 3 can be applied to this structure, followed
by a pooling method, that could create a single score standing for each inducer, based not only
on inducer output, but also on outputs from similar inducers and similarity scores. This type of
structure is shown in Figure 33.

Cross-Space-Fusion architectures

While the convolutional approach can be successfully used to process correlation between in-
ducers, we theorise that the nature of convolutions may not be appropriate for this type of data.
Convolutional networks work under the assumption that the same convolutional filters can be
applied to the entire input space in order to create better features that help understand spatial
correlations in the data. However, in our particular case it may be necessary to learn completely
different weights for each inducer centroid. Therefore, we propose a new decoration scheme, that
would separate inducer outputs and inducer correlation scores in a third dimension, and that would
create separate filters for each inducer centroid. Following the naming conventions presented in
the convolutional approaches section, the following centroids will be built around each si element
from the input space:
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3D decorated Input CSF AvgPool
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Figure 34. A schematic presentation of the Cross-Space-Fusion architecture. The Cross-Space-Fusion (CSF) layer
is preceded by the input decoration scheme, and the results are passed to the Dense architecture after an average
pooling operation.

Ci =

c1,i c2,i c3,i
c8,i si c4,i
c7,i c6,i c5,i

 , Ri =

r1,i r2,i r3,i
r8,i 1 r4,i
r7,i r6,i r5,i

 (13)

Thus, the decorated input will now have a three-dimensional structure, and, for a single sample,
the dimensions go from N to (3N × 3 × 2). The novel Cross-Space-Fusion proposes to analyze
these centroids by learning and optimizing two types of parameters for each centroid, namely α
parameters, used for controlling inducer outputs and β parameters, used for controlling correlated
inducers. These parameters will perform the following computations for each centroid:

α1,i·si+β1,i·c1,i·r1,i
2

α2,i·si+β2,i·c2,i·r2,i
2

α3,i·si+β3,i·c3,i·r3,i
2

α8,i·si+β8,i·c8,i·r8,i
2 si

α4,i·si+β4,i·c4,i·r4,i
2

α7,i·si+β7,i·c7,i·r7,i
2

α6,i·si+β6,i·c6,i·r6,i
2

α5,i·si+β5,i·c7,i·r5,i
2

 (14)

The Cross-Space-Fusion layer will therefore have 16 × N extra parameters to learn, where N
represents the number of inducers, with 8 × N each of α and β parameters. An average pooling
layer is inserted between the Cross-Space-Fusion part of the architecture and the dense layers, in
order to produce a vector that can be classified by the dense architectures. This setup is presented
in Figure 34.

Experimental results

We test these approaches on a large number of datasets and benchmarking tasks, in order to
better understand their usefulness and generalization capabilities. We compare our results not only
with the best performing inducers and best performing systems from the respective benchmarking
tasks, but also with a set of traditional late fusion methods, namely statistical approaches [160],
AdaBoost [161] and Gradient Boosting [162].

Furthermore, given the impossibility of creating a large number of inducers, training them
and running them on a large number of datasets, we use the systems submitted by participants
to the benchmarking tasks as the inducers for our systems. These systems were provided to us
by the organizers of the various tasks and, considering that they only feature prediction values
for the testing set, we have to create new splits in order to train our DeepFusion systems, and
the traditional late fusion systems used as comparison baselines. We call these splits RSKF50,
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consisting of a random stratified k-fold split where 50% of the data is used for training and 50% for
testing; and RSKF75, consisting of a random stratified k-fold split where 75% of the data is used
for training and 25% for testing. In order to avoid the possibility of accidentally creating some
”lucky” splits, we run the splits several times, obtaining 100 total partitions. The final results for
the fusion methods are presented as average results over the 100 splits.

The following datasets and benchmarking tasks are used for our experiments:
• The MediaEval 2015 Affective Impact of Movies [166] is a dataset and benchmarking task

used for the detection of violent scenes in videos. The metric for this dataset is mean
average precision (mAP), and 48 systems are used as inducers for violence prediction (denoted
VSD2015).

• The MediaEval 2018 Emotional Impact of Movies [167] is a dataset and benchmarking task
used for the prediction of the emotional content in videos, according to an arousal-valence
dimension and to content that induces fear. The metric for the arousal-valence dimension is
the mean squared error (MSE), while intersection-over-union (IoU) is used for fear prediction.
A number of 30 systems are used as inducers for arousal and valence prediction (denoted
Aro2018 and Val2018) and 18 systems for fear prediction (denoted Fear2018).

• Interestingness10k [142], previously presented in Section 8.1, representing methods collected
during the 2017 edition of the MediaEval Predicting Media Interestingness task. Two tasks
are used for this dataset, namely image and video-based prediction, both of them using mean
average precision at 10 (mAP@10) as metric. A number of 33 systems are used as inducers
for image prediction (denoted as INT10kImg) and 42 systems for video prediction (denoted
INT10kVid).

VSD2015 Aro2018 Val2018 Fear2018 INT10kImg INT10kVid

mAP MSE MSE IoU mAP@10 mAP@10

Benchmark 0.296 0.1334 0.0837 0.1575 0.1385 0.0827

SoA 0.303 0.1334 0.0837 0.1575 0.1985 0.093

Fusion 0.3521 0.1253 0.0783 0.1733 0.1523 0.0961

DF-Dense 0.6192 0.0571 0.0640 0.1938 0.2316 0.1563

DF-Attn 0.6228 0.0568 0.0640 0.1913 0.2399 0.1668

DF-Conv 0.6281 - - - 0.2293 0.1692

DF-CSF - 0.0568 0.0634 0.2091 0.2403 0.1664
Table 23. Results for the DeepFusion ensembling networks compared with the best performers from the respective
benchmarking competitions, state of the art on the datasets, and traditional fusion methods, under the RSKF50
setup.

The results for the RSKF50 and RSKF75 setups are presented in Tables 23 and 24 respec-
tively, where they are being compared with the best results on the datasets recorded during the
benchmarking competitions and in state-of-the-art literature, and against the chosen traditional
late fusion methods. The DeepFusion architecture significantly surpasses the chosen baselines and
the traditional methods, indicating the usefulness of such an approach, especially in cases where
individual inducer results are not satisfactory. However, the current version of the DeepFusion
network requires a high number of inducers in order to produce such significantly superior results,
therefore heavily increasing the demand for hardware resources. Further studies must be made in
order to find methods of reducing the need for a high number of inducers, or searching for methods
of performing inducer selection and filtering.
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VSD2015 Aro2018 Val2018 Fear2018 INT10kImg INT10kVid

mAP MSE MSE IoU mAP@10 mAP@10

Benchmark 0.296 0.1334 0.0837 0.1575 0.1385 0.0827

SoA 0.303 0.1334 0.0837 0.1575 0.1985 0.093

Fusion 0.392 0.125 0.0783 0.1733 0.1674 0.1129

DF-Dense 0.6341 0.0549 0.0626 0.2129 0.3355 0.2677

DF-Attn 0.6486 0.0548 0.0626 0.2140 0.3389 0.2750

DF-Conv 0.6471 - - - 0.3436 0.2799

DF-CSF - 0.0543 0.0625 0.2242 0.3408 0.2825
Table 24. Results for the DeepFusion ensembling networks compared with the best performers from the respective
benchmarking competitions, state of the art on the datasets, and traditional fusion methods, under the RSKF75
setup.

Relevant publications

• M.G. Constantin, L.D. Ştefan, B. Ionescu : "Exploring Deep Fusion

Ensembling for Automatic Visual Interestingness Prediction". In book

Human Perception of Visual Information - Psychological and Computational

Perspectives, Springer International Publishing, Eds. B. Ionescu, W.

Bainbridge, N. Murray. December, 2021. [168].
Zenodo record: https://zenodo.org/record/5006827#.YZzhkntBzTE.

• M.G. Constantin, L.D. Stefan, B. Ionescu : "DeepFusion: Deep Ensembles for

Domain Independent System Fusion". International Conference on Multimedia

Modeling - MMM 2021, June 22-24, Prague, Czech Republic, 2021. [169].
Zenodo record: https://zenodo.org/record/5005938#.YZziF3tBzTE.

Relevant software and/or external resources

• Code for the DeepFusion ensembling method, containing all the types of architectures pro-
posed as well as the input decoration methods can be found at https://github.com/

cmihaigabriel/DeepFusionSystem_v2.

Relevant WP8 Use Cases

3C2-12 (Multimodal sentiment analysis). While we applied these methods and algorithms to
several tasks related to the analysis of user perception and sentiment of multimedia (like interest-
ingness, affect and violent content), we believe them to be general and would like to underline the
possibility of applying them in other domains or use cases.

8.4 Pairwise Ranking Network for Affect Recognition

This method studies the problem of emotion recognition under the prism of preference learning.
Affective datasets are typically annotated by assigning a single absolute label, i.e. a numerical
value that describes the intensity of an emotional attribute, to each sample. Then, the majority of
existing works on affect recognition employ sample-wise classification methods to predict affective
states, using those annotations. We take a different approach and use a deep network architec-
ture that performs joint training on the tasks of classification of samples and pairwise ranking
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between samples, inferring the ordinal relation of their corresponding affective labels. Our method
is incorporated into existing affect recognition architectures and it is evaluated on datasets of elec-
troencephalograms (EEG), leading to consistent performance gains.

Pairwise Ranking Network

Figure 35. The architecture of a Pairwise Ranking Network that accomodates joint training on classification and
ranking tasks.

The proposed methodology that derives pairwise ranking labels is applicable on datasets having
as annotations either continuous affective ratings or categorical labels of ordinal nature. The
ordinal relations for continuous ratings are shown in Table 25. Our method is simple and it can
be integrated into existing affect recognition architectures. In essence, every deep neural network
operating on the end-goal task of affect classification, consists of a backbone that extracts feature
representations which are ultimately fed into a classification layer. We suggest adding an extra
supervisory signal, by imposing a pairwise ranking objective on the intermediate representations
learned by the backbone, leveraging the knowledge around the ordinal nature of emotions. The
ranking task is performed by a ranking head that is stacked on top of the backbone network.
The processing pipeline for classification remains intact and the total architecture is trained in
an end-to-end manner. The classification and ranking losses are computed using a cross-entropy
criterion.

Relation Condition

x1 � x2 y1 > (y2 + ε)

x1 ∼ x2 |y1 − y2| ≤ ε
x1 ≺ x2 y1 < (y2 − ε)

Table 25. List of ordinal ranking relations and their corresponding conditions, when performing a comparison
operation over continuous ratings.

Network architecture
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Our architecture, named Pairwise Ranking Network (“PRNet”), can be seen in Fig. 35. The
embedding module is the backbone of our architecture, serving as a feature extractor. The batch
samples are fed as inputs to the embedding module and a feature embedding is computed for
each sample. The produced embeddings are to be further processed for the tasks of classifica-
tion and ranking, by the corresponding modules. The classification module receives as input the
features produced by the embedding module, and predicts the affective state for each sample.
The groundtruth targets are discrete emotion classes (e.g. “low”/“high” arousal, “low”/“high”
valence). The ranking module operates on pairwise feature representations that correspond to
sample pairs, and infers their ordinal relation with respect to their affective ratings. To form
the pairwise feature representation of two samples, we get the feature vectors extracted from the
embedding module for both samples, and we concatenate them across the channel dimension. To
form multiple pairs of sample embeddings during training with a batch size of Nb, we split each
batch into two sub-batches of size Nsub = Nb

2 . Every sample of each sub-batch is compared against
all samples of the other sub-batch, yielding (Nsub)2 pairs in total. The total loss that is used to
optimize the Pairwise Ranking Network is the sum of the classification and ranking losses.

Experimental results

We apply our method on two emotion recognition problems where the original affective anno-
tations are inherently ordinal, aiming to exploit this property through our analysis. Specifically,
we study the datasets of DEAP [170] and SEED [171].

Training details: Training is done for 20 epochs with a batch size of 40, using a Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD) optimizer, learning rate lr = 0.001, momentum m = 0.9 and weight
decay equal to 5e-4. For DEAP dataset, the ordinal ranking operation is performed setting ε =
0.25. The training process is a subject-dependent 10-fold cross validation. The training process
is subject-dependent, similarly to [171]. On both datasets, evaluation is done by computing the
classification accuracy and F1 score. Our experiments explore the impact of joint training on the
model classification performance. As a baseline method, a plain MLP network (with 2 FC layers
in its embedding module and 1 FC classification layer) is trained only on the classification task.
In our case, we train PRNet jointly on the classification and ranking tasks. From the results of
Table 26 and Table 27, we can see that joint training improves the accuracy and F1 score both on
the dataset of DEAP and SEED.

Model
Arousal Valence

Acc. F1 Acc. F1

Classification loss 60.49 51.94 57.69 54.61

Proposed method:
Classification + ranking loss

60.60 53.25 58.42 55.57

Table 26. Accuracy (%) and F1 score on DEAP dataset.

The results verify our motivation of forming and learning pairwise relations utilising the avail-
able affective annotations. On DEAP, we notice that collapsing fine-grained affective rating in-
formation into discrete classes, is harmful for the training process. Similarly, the fact that our
approach considers the ordinality of the classes on SEED, shows that our method can be benefi-
cial even in cases where the original annotations are discrete. The findings of our work highlight
that exploring the ordinality of emotions through deep neural networks that accomodate pairwise
ranking comparisons, is beneficial for affect recognition models. The proposed method is evaluated
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Model
3-class problem

Acc. F1

Classification loss 74.80 72.79

Proposed method:
Classification + ranking loss

76.98 75.51

Table 27. Accuracy (%) and F1 score on SEED dataset.

on neurophysiological data with diverse affective annotation processes, showing consistent perfor-
mance gains.

Relevant publications

• G. Zoumpourlis, I. Patras, Pairwise Ranking Network for Affect Recognition, 9th Interna-
tional Conference on Affective Computing and Intelligent Interaction (ACII 2021) [172]
Zenodo record: https://zenodo.org/record/5550449.

Relevant WP8 Use Cases

3C2-13 (Modality-dependent sentiment analysis). Pairwise Ranking network is applicable to
use-case 3C2-13, since it can be used to perform affect recognition.

8.5 Estimating continuous affect with label uncertainty

Continuous affect estimation is a problem where there is an inherent uncertainty and subjectivity in
the labels that accompany data samples – typically, datasets use the average of multiple annotations
or self-reporting to obtain ground truth labels. In this work, we propose a method for uncertainty-
aware continuous affect estimation, that models explicitly the uncertainty of the ground truth label
as a uni-variate Gaussian with mean equal to the ground truth label, and unknown variance. For
each sample, the proposed neural network estimates not only the value of the target label (valence
and arousal in our case), but also the variance. The network is trained with a loss that is defined as
the KL-divergence between the estimation (valence/arousal) and the Gaussian around the ground
truth. We show that, in two affect recognition problems with real data, the estimated variances
are correlated with measures of uncertainty/error in the labels that are extracted by considering
multiple annotations of the data.

Estimating with label uncertainty

When multiple annotations per sample are available (specifically in emotion and affect recogni-
tion), majority voting or averaging over the given multiple labels approaches are typically followed.
Such methods, however, neglect the uncertainty that is inherent in such annotations introduced by
multiple, usually disagreeing, annotators. Our method a) models the aforementioned uncertainty
in the given annotations and b) uses it in order to predict both the (ground truth) mean value of
the label and its (unknown) variance. An overview of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 36.

Methodology

Uncertainty aware regression: We begin by modelling the ground truth annotations as a
set of independent uni-variate Gaussian distributions, for which we are given the true mean values
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Figure 36. Proposed method overview: A backbone convolutional neural network is applied to input images in
order to extract features which are subsequently used by two MLP heads in order to predict a) the variance σ2

(top branch) and b) the mean µ̂ (bottom branch) of the annotation y ∼ N
(
µ, σ2

)
for a given training sample. A

KL-divergence loss function is then used to measure the difference between the Gaussian distribution f(y;µ, σ2)
and the Dirac delta distribution δ(µ− µ̂).

(ground truth), and we try to predict both the mean values and the corresponding variances.
More specifically, let y ∼ N

(
µ, σ2

)
denote an annotation label (e.g., the value of arousal for a

given sample) with true mean value µ and unknown variance σ2. For doing so, we jointly optimise
a convolutional feature extractor backbone network and two MLP “heads”, one predicting the
mean and the other predicting the variance of the respective Gaussian, as shown in Fig. 36.

We achieve this by optimising a KL-divergence based loss function, LKL, which measures the
difference between the predicted Gaussian, which is uniquely expressed by its true mean µ and the
predicted variance σ2 and its density is given by f(y;µ, σ2), and a Dirac delta distribution centred
at the predicted mean value µ̂, with density given by δ(µ− µ̂) (see Fig. 36).

In order to impose positivity on the predicted variance and avoid exploding gradients, we
implicitly predict its Napierian logarithm, s = log σ2, and use it as exp(s) = σ2, as we will show
below. That is, as shown in Fig. 36, the top MLP predicts the logarithm of σ2.

By following similar arguments as in [173], we introduce a KL-divergence based loss function
given by

LKL =
(µ− µ̂)

2

2σ2
+

log σ2

2
, (15)

when |µ− µ̂| ≤ 1, and by

LKL =
1

σ2

(
|µ− µ̂| − 1

2

)
+ log σ2, (16)

when |µ − µ̂| > 1. That is, in the cases where the predicted mean values are far from their true
values (typically during the early training process), we use the latter modified smooth L1 loss
term shown in (16), while after achieving certain convergence we use the former fine-grained and
uncertainty-aware loss term (15).

Architecture: In the case of continuous affect estimation on untrimmed videos, our basic
architecture (Fig. 36) is set so as video features are obtained using a CNN with a trainable
NetVLAD [174] layer. The NetVLAD architecture [174] is inspired by the Vector of Locally Ag-
gregated Descriptors (VLAD), which is a pooling method that captures information about the
statistics of local descriptors over the image, by storing the sum of residuals from cluster centers.

In this work, we modify the NetVLAD layer architecture to perform pooling along the tempo-
ral dimension, instead of the spatial. The input to the network is a set of pre-computed features,
obtained during pre-training from each video frame. The network then performs a convolutional
and average pooling operations followed by ReLU activation across the temporal dimension and
then uses the NetVLAD layer as a pooling layer to standardise the feature vector size.
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Experimental results

In order to assess the impact of the learned variances, we compare them with the corresponding
variances induced by annotators disagreement – when multiple annotators’ scores are available we
can estimate uncertainty in the form of variance between annotators’ scores. We propose to evaluate
the learned variances against the annotator’s variances at test time.

Table 28. PCC of learned variance and annotators variance on AMIGOS dataset

Arousal Valence

Proposed method 0.34 0.31

We compare the architecture against its baseline trained without variance prediction and an
MSE loss. The architecture tested is simple uni-modal feed-forward networks as we aim to demon-
strate the impact of uncertainty prediction.

Datasets: The AMIGOS dataset [175] consists of audio-visual and physiological responses of
participants (either alone or in a group) to a video stimulus. In this work, we use the responses
of individuals; 40 participants watched 16 short videos and 4 long ones. The former are defined
as videos with length in the 50-150 second range. The responses are broken down to 20-second
intervals and annotated by three annotators for arousal and valence on a scale from −1 to 1. We
calculate the average score of the three annotators as the ground truth during training for the video
segment. During testing, we use the variance of the annotators as an indication of uncertain or
ambiguous samples and calculate the Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (PCC) between estimated
and annotator’s variance.

Metrics: The performance of the proposed methodology and the baselines is assessed using
two evaluation metrics. For experiments conducted on the AMIGOS database [175], we report the
Mean Square Error (MSE):

MSE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(µi − µ̂i)2 , (17)

where n is the number of videos in the database, µi is the ground truth and µ̂i is the predicted
value. To better assess the performance of the regression task and to guarantee that results
are comparable with other methods that apply transformations on the labels, we use Pearson’s
Correlation Coefficient (PCC), which for a pair of variables x, y with means x̄, ȳ is given by

PCC =

∑n
i=1 (xi − x̄i) (yi − ȳi)√∑n
i=1 (xi − x̄i)2 (yi − ȳi)2

. (18)

Implementation: The 1D convolutional and average pooling layers are set with a kernel size
of 7 and stride 5 and the same number of channels according to the input. As we do not down-
sample frames in the video sequence, we assume neighbouring frames will have similar values and
therefore implement a larger kernel and stride. The NetVLAD layer is initialised with 8 centroids.
The training is performed in an end-to-end manner, and we follow a leave-one-subject-out cross
validation protocol for each subject in the individual database, until the network converges. The
network is trained using an ADAM optimiser with an initial learning rate of 0.01 multiplied by a
factor of 0.1 every 100 epochs on two NVIDIA RTX 2080 GPUs.
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Table 29. Results on AMIGOS using precomputed per frame Facial Action Units as input and a NetVLAD
architecture.

Arousal Valence

MSE (std) PCC MSE (std) PCC

NetVLAD 0.026 (3e−3) 0.499 0.018 (2e−3) 0.47

NetVLAD 0.0354(6e−3) 0.53 0.018(2e−3) 0.52

proposed

Relevant publications

N. M. Foteinopoulou, C. Tzelepis, and I. Patras, ‘Estimating continuous affect with uncer-
tainty’, presented at the 9th International Conference on Affective Computing & Intelligent Inter-
action (ACII), Nara, Japan, 2021.[176]
Zenodo record: https://zenodo.org/record/5714368

Relevant WP8 Use Cases

3C2-13 (Modality-dependent sentiment analysis). The presented method is applicable to use-
case 3C2-13, since it can be used to perform affect recognition.
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9 Real-life effects of private content sharing (T6.7)

Contributing partners: CEA, UPB

Personal data sharing via online social networks can lead to unexpected and, often times,
serious consequences. These consequence are often difficult to predict at sharing time since the
same information might be interpreted differently in various situations. For instance, a set of
photos which depict someone partying is innocuous when shared with friends but might become
detrimental if seen in a professional context. This task aims to design algorithms and associated
tools which provide tangible feedback to users about the potential effects of data sharing. In the
reported period, we focused on automatically assessing the effects of photo sharing in impactful
real-life situations such as searching for an accommodation, a bank credit or a job. The proposed
algorithm was integrated into a mobile app prototype which will be released in Android’s Play
Store.

The ubiquitous use of Online Social Networks (OSN) shows that their services are appealing
to users. Most OSNs implement a business model in which access is free in exchange for user
data monetization [177]. Intrusiveness is likely to grow with the wide usage of AI techniques to
infer actionable information from users’ data. Automatic inferences happen in the back-end of
OSNs or of associated third parties and are not transparent for users. Data can be exploited in
contexts unforeseen when sharing them initially. The main objective of our work is to improve user
awareness about data processing through feedback contextualization. To do this, we introduce a
plausible decision-making system which combines machine learning and domain knowledge.

User awareness is increased by linking the sharing process to impactful situations such as search-
ing for a job, an accommodation, or a bank credit. Photos are in focus because they constitute a
large part of shared data and contribute strongly to shaping user profiles [178]. The main technical
contribution is a method that rates visual user profiles and individual photos in a given situation
by exploiting situation models, visual detectors and a dedicated photographic profiles dataset.
The proposed method, named LERV UP from LEarning to Rate Visual User Profiles, learns a
ranking of user profiles which attempts to reproduce human profiles ranking. LERV UP exploits
a new descriptor which combines object impact ratings and object detection in a compact form.
The contributions of objects with high ratings are boosted in order to mimic the way humans
assess photographic content. We compare manual and automatic rankings of user profile ratings
and obtain a positive correlation between them.

Crowdsourcing Object and Visual Profile Ratings

The interpretation of an object might vary between contexts, and so would the effects of sharing
its images. Situations are modeled by crowdsourcing visual objects ratings. Impactful situations
were selected: accommodation search (ACC below), bank credit demand (BANK), job search as
IT engineer (IT) and job search as a waitress/waiter (WAIT). ACC and BANK are applicable
to a large part of the population. IT and WAIT are relevant for population segments, but the
respective job searches require different profiles. Detectable objects from the OpenImages [179],
ImageNet [180] and COCO [181] datasets were rated to boost detector coverage. A limitation here
is that task-relevant objects are missing and D could be enriched. A rating interface is created
which includes for each situation: the object name, illustrative thumbnails and a 7-points Likert
scale with ratings between -3 (strongly negative influence) to +3 (strongly positive influence).
There were 56 participants in total, with 14 rating sets per situation. The final rating r is obtained
by averaging their contributions. The resulting detection dataset D includes 269 objects with r 6= 0
for at least one situation. Inter-rater agreement, which is important for tasks prone to bias such as
the one proposed here, is computed using the average deviation index (AD) [182]. The obtained
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AD varies between 0.48 for IT and 0.65 for WAIT . These values are well below AD ≤ 1.2, the
maximum acceptable value for a 7-points Likert scale defined in [183]. The mean object ratings
are -0.13 for BANK, 0.03 for ACC, 0.09 for IT and 0.27 for WAIT (standard deviations are 0.68,
0.7, 0.58 and 0.6 respectively). This illustrates the tendency of participants to be stricter when
deciding about a bank loan than elsewhere. The is intuitive because granting a loan has tangible
monetary consequences, which are easily internalized by participants. Inversely, WAIT, a situation
with less serious implications, has the highest rating.

We collect manual ratings m(U i) for users U i in situation S via crowdsourcing, again using
a 7-points Likert scale. Ratings are collected from 9 participants for 500 users from the YFCC
dataset [184] with 100 images per profile. YFCC was sampled because it includes images that were
shared publicly under Creative Commons licenses which allow reuse. The images of each profile
are shown on a single page, along with the possible situation rating. Participants were recruited
via e-mail and details about the demographics of the panel are provided in the paper referred at
the end of the section. Nine participants annotated each photographic profile. They were asked
to look at all the photos and provide a global rating for each user in each situation. Inter-rater
agreement is analyzed using the AD index [182]. AD values are 0.86 for ACC, 0.77 for BANK,
0.74 for IT and 0.83 for WAIT. These values are within the acceptability bounds defined in [183]
(AD ≤ 1.2).

Learning to Rate Visual User Profiles

We hypothesize that a supervised learning approach is better suited for profile rating. LERV UP
builds on a baseline which simply aggregates object ratings and detections and adds a descriptor
compression followed by a training phase.

Image-level and user-level descriptors

Individual photos are a core factor in the manual rating of user profiles. It is thus interesting to
aggregate object detection at the image level. Such a descriptor is equally interesting insofar that it
provides understandable feedback about individual photo contributions to the profile rating. The
descriptor includes three attributes which encode strong positive, strong negative and the average
of the detection scores respectively.

Image-level descriptors are aggregated at user level to mimic the way in which humans rate
visual user profiles. This is challenging because visual objects with different ratings appear in
isolation or jointly in one or several profile images. Clustering is notably used in order to reduce
the descriptor dimensionality. This is important in order to capture in a compact form patterns
from an initial high-dimensional space defined by an array of object detectors and thus avoids the
curse of dimensionality [185]. The proposed descriptor is an alternative to classical dimensionality
reduction techniques [186], [187].

LERVUP training

Visual profile rating is modeled as a regression problem that exploits the user-level descrip-
tor. LERV UP training is deployed as a pipeline process. First, individual object detections are
validated within each image. Second, the image-level descriptor is constructed per image. Third,
clustering is applied to group together similar image descriptors and discover relevant patterns
for the entire training set. Fourth, the discovered patterns are concatenated to build the user
descriptor. Finally, a random forest regression model is used to learn the rating of visual user pro-
files. Random forest was chosen because it is robust to data that contain non-linear relationships
between features and target variables [188]–[190].
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RCNN MOBI

ACC BANK IT WAIT ACC BANK IT WAIT

BASE 0.40 0.28 0.36 0.65 0.38 0.27 0.41 0.58

BASEη 0.45 0.28 0.36 0.65 0.42 0.26 0.41 0.58

BASEfrη 0.45 0.33 0.36 0.65 0.42 0.30 0.41 0.58

LERV UP 0.48 0.48 0.46 0.66 0.44 0.27 0.47 0.68

LERV UP fr 0.55 0.50 0.50 0.68 0.49 0.42 0.51 0.68
Table 30. Pearson correlation between automatic and manual rankings of the ratings of visual user profiles.
Results are presented with RCNN and MOBI as backbone networks for object detection. Best results in bold.

Evaluation

The main objective of this first evaluation is to assess the feasibility of the task. Note that
the user profiles dataset is not large enough to split it into train, validation and test subsets of
sufficient sizes. We thus split the dataset in training and validation sets L, and V, which include
400 and 100 profiles, respectively. The optimal configuration of each method on V is obtained
using grid search and reported below.

Object Detection Dataset and Models

The coverage ensured by the detection dataset is important to enable processing of different
types of visual content. As we mentioned, we merge three existing datasets: OpenImages [179],
ImageNet [180] and COCO [181]. Whenever an object is present in more than one dataset, a
balanced sampling is performed. The resulting dataset includes 269 objects and 137,976 images.
We limit imbalance by retaining at most 1,000 images per object. The average and standard
deviation of the distribution are 513 and 305, respectively.

Detectors are trained with mobile and generic models. The mobile model (MOBI) is a Mo-
bileNetV2 [191] with depthwise convolutions, which offer a good precision/speed tradeoff. The
detection head is a Single Shot MultiBox Detector [192], a fast single-stage method that is adapted
for edge computation. The generic model (RCNN) uses Inception-ResNet-v2 [193] with atrous
convolutions and a Faster RCNN module [194] for detection. While not designed specifically for
mobile devices, tests showed that it is usable on recent Android smartphones.

Methods

We test the following variants of the proposed methods:
• BASE and BASEη - ranking based on a unique detection threshold and with threshold

optimized per object and object selection.

• BASEfrη - version of BASEη, which exploits focal rating to boost salient objects.

• LERV UP and LERV UP fr - proposed method without and focal rating activated, respec-
tively.

Results

The performance of the different methods tested is presented in Table 30. All evaluated methods
provide a positive correlation between manual and automatic rankings of the profile ratings, with
a wide majority of reported correlations in the moderate (0.3-0.5 interval) or strong ranges (over
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Figure 37. Illustration of user feedback provided by the YDSYO app at profile level (a) and photo level (b).

0.5). This is a first positive result since the evaluated task is a complex one. The comparison of
the two object detectors is globally favorable to RCNN. This result is intuitive insofar that RCNN
is built with a higher capacity deep network architecture. The best global results are obtained
with LERV UP fr, which clearly outperforms the baselines. This finding validates the utility of
the learning-based approach, which models automatic profile ranking as a regression problem.
LERV UP fr is also better than LERV UP , with up 15 points gained over it (BANK with MOBI
detector). The boosting of highly-rated objects via focal rating is thus validated.

The four modeled situations have variable performance. WAIT is the easiest situation (correla-
tion up to 0.68) because the detection dataset contains a large number of food and beverage-related
objects, which are often easy to detect. WAIT approximates an upper-bound performance one can
expect with the available detection dataset. BANK is the most challenging situation tested, par-
ticularly for MOBI. More object detectors are required to improve results for this situation.

Conclusion

To summarize, we presented a new approach that unveils potential real-life effects of photo
sharing. It is implemented for four situations but is extensible in terms of situations, types of data
included, object detection models and profile rating methods. While promising, the approach is
affected by a combination of human and technical biases. However, such biases are inherent to
any AI-driven computer system and will also appear in real decision-making processes, which are
mimicked here. The obtained results are promising insofar as the obtained correlations between
human and automatic profile rankings are positive. The proposed method was integrated into
YDSYO, a mobile app prototype 24, which will be released in the Android Play Store and is
illustrated in Figure 37. The app provides feedback about the effects of photo sharing in each
situation at profile and individual image levels. The comparison of the user profile rating to a
set of reference profile ratings gives understandable feedback about where the user stands in the
crowd in a particular situation. Individual photos are ranked by rating in that situation. The
user can select each photo to have more details about its effects. Finally, a control mechanism is
implemented by giving the option to mask or delete the photo.

Relevant publication

V. K. Nguyen, A. Popescu, and J. Deshayes-Chossart. Unveiling Real-Life Effects of Online
Photo Sharing. WACV 2022.

24https://ydsyo.app
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Relevant software and/or external resources

• Code: https://github.com/v18nguye/lervup_official
• Dataset: https://www.aicrowd.com/challenges/imageclef-2021-aware/

Relevant WP8 use case

After adaptation, the algorithms developed in this task could be used in use case 1E ”Capability
for Trustworthy AI (by design)” which focuses on a grouping of audio-visual resources based on
categories defined by each journalist.
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10 Summary and Conclusion

This deliverable provides an overview of the research conducted in WP6: Human and Society-
centred AI and presents the work of the individual partners in all seven subtasks. We showed that
we covered a broad range of topics to make sure that AI4Media will be able to offer AI solutions
to its use cases that are aware of possible societal challenges by assessing possible negative impact
and actively countering it.

Regarding Policy Recommendations for content moderation, we put a spotlight on how auto-
matic content moderation with its technological limitations fits into current and possibly future
legislative frameworks. Further, our work emphasizes the urgent need of Manipulation and syn-
thetic content detection and provides different approaches of detecting DeepFakes in text, audio
and the visual domain. To show that alternative societal-friendly approaches are feasible in an
integrated setting, we will develop a Hybrid, privacy-enhanced recommendation system for our use
cases, that will integrate several approaches developed in AI4Media into a single system.

Four tasks are dedicated to the user’s perception and the analysis of user generated content:
Concerning AI for Healthier political debate, we showed how to automatically monitor public opin-
ions and classify political tweets and discussions, also across languages. In the domain of Perception
of hyper-local news, we turn to the analysis of health information in the context of Covid-19, build-
ing an own news corpus for later analysis and providing AI for local news analysis. Measuring
and Predicting User Perception of Social Media is another crucial task that models how a user
perceives certain content. Information that can be used later to assess how certain content tries
to influence the end user or, on the other side of the spectrum, build systems that try to avoid
this. Finally, we research the Real-life-effects of private content sharing, trying to automatically
classify the impact a publicly shared private object may have on a users’ privacy and developing a
relevant app.

Most of the work here has already been published or submitted to relevant journals and con-
ferences and we expect to have a positive impact of AI4Media in the research community. The
next update of this deliverable (Second generation of Human- and Society-centered AI algorithms)
will be published in month 36 of the project, in August 2023. The next deliverable produced in
this work package will be exclusive on the results of T6.1: Policy Recommendations for content
moderation in February 2023.
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